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EDITOR’S LETTER

CHECK OUT OUR GREAT GIVEAWAYS
AT WWW.KITCHENGARDEN.CO.UK

August in the kitchen
garden is all about sowing
to keep those harvests
coming well into the
autumn and beyond. So in
this issue we have lots of
great features explaining
how you can keep your
patch as packed and
productive as it was in
the spring.

Allotment expert Rob
Smith recommends his
favourite winter radishes
to add a punch to your
cold season salads,
while KG regular Ben
Vanheems explains how
to put together a herb
bed to be proud of and
that will supply your
needs all year round.

On page 46 I suggest
some crops you might like to try, some familiar, some perhaps
not quite so well known, but all great for sowing now for speedy
harvests in late summer/autumn. This is a great time to sow
winter lettuces and I experimented with these last year; you
can find my top tips for growing success starting on page 63.
Our jobs pages too offer lots of great reminders for summer
plot-fillers and top tips for getting the most from crops you may
already have in your veg patch.

Of course, we mustn’t forget that it is also prime time for
enjoying our spring-sown harvests and you’ll find some simple
ideas for your socially distanced summer barbecues on page 70,
plus lots more inspiring ways to use your seasonal produce from
KG’s resident cook Anna Cairns Pettigrew on page 90.

■ If you are having difficulty getting to the shops to pick up your
copy of KG, don’t forget that we have some great subscription
offers for you. Just turn to page 24 for details, call us on
01507 529529 or go to www.classicmagazines.co.uk.

Contact me at: sott@mortons.co.uk | 01507 529396
Find us at www.kitchengarden.co.uk

Contact subscriptions: 01507 529529Steve Ott, editor

Happiness is an allotment (p74-77)
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6 ON THE VEG PATCH
This month practical gardener Joyce Russell
is harvesting crops, storing onions, tending to
winter greens and ripening tomatoes

10 IN THE GREENHOUSE
Greenhouse and polytunnel gardener
Martin Fish is controlling whitefly, planting
strawberries and harvesting cucumbers

12 WHAT’S NEW?
The latest news, comment and advice from the
world of kitchen gardening

14 YOUR LETTERS AND TIPS
Learn what other KG readers have been up to
and pick up some great first-hand advice

18 CONNECT WITH YOUR KG
SUBSCRIBERS’ CLUB
This month KG subscribers can save up to 20%
on Muck Boots plus your chance to win a Stiga
Multifunctional Tool worth £99!

20 KG PROBLEM SOLVER
Our top experts help solve your gardening
problems; this month including non-fruiting
plums and blossom end rot on tomatoes, ants
and leatherjackets

22 GROWING ONLINE
Our roundup of the best websites, blogs,
vlogs and gardening socials

EXPERT ADVICE TO HELP YOU GROW GREAT FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

ON PAGE 24

NEVER MISS
AN ISSUE... £20

✪ ON THE COVER
GREAT FOR BEGINNERS

KitchenGardenMag

FOR OUR CONTACT DETAILS
TURN TO PAGE 15

HAVING TROUBLE FINDING
A COPY OF THIS MAGAZINE?

Just ask your local newsagent to
reserve you a copy each month

KitchenGardenUK

@GrowWithKG

/kitchengardenmagazine

@GrowWithKG

94 NEXT MONTH
Some of the highlights to be found in your
September issue plus news of more great
free gifts

98 LAST WORD
KG reader Loris Goring has some advice to
help you turn your weeds into plant food
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GET GROWING

WHAT TO BUY

16 ON THE PLOT WITH THE THREE
MUDKETEERS
This month the KG team are growing lettuces,
building a raised bed and testing new tools

26 RADISHES TO RELISH ✪
Allotment gardener Rob Smith encourages
you to sow some tasty winter radish

30 HEAD-TURNING HERBS ✪
Ben Vanheems shows you how to make the
most of versatile herbs in your garden and on
the allotment

34 PICK A PECK OF PEPPERS ✪
Staff writer Tony Flanagan brings you his
growing guide to juicy sweet peppers

37 MEET THE BLOGGER
This month we talk to YouTuber Ben Thornton,
aka The Young Grower

42 TWO TO TRY
KG’s Tony Flanagan puts hedge trimmers and
shears through their paces

46 SPEEDY PLOT & POT FILLERS ✪
KG editor Steve Ott offers some ideas for
quick crops to keep the harvests coming
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Organic gardener Stephanie Hafferty with
seasonal advice for tomato growers
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Chef Anna Cairns
Pettigrew with

mouthwatering recipes
featuring blackcurrants,

sugar snap peas and
green beans
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56 BE WATER WISE ✪
Deputy editor Emma Rawlings explains how
to make the most of every drop of water
this summer

60 CAPTIVATING CALENDULA ✪
Annabelle Padwick explains why everyone
should include this lovely flower in their
plantings

63 TOUGH BUT TENDER ✪
It’s time to sow your winter lettuce. KG editor
Steve Ott recommends some top varieties

66 GO CORDON ✪
No garden is too small for fruit, as professional
grower David Patch explains

70 BBQ BEAUTIES ✪
We all love a BBQ. KG’s Steve Ott reveals his
favourite home-grown accompaniments

74 HAPPINESS IS… AN
ALLOTMENT
KG reader Shannon Keary from Devon loves
allllottmentteeriing so muchh shhe hhas upgraddedd
from a small plot to a larger allotment

Scan this, and
we’ll tell you!
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79 PRODUCT REVIEW
The KG team put a range essential summer kit
through its paces

84 READER OFFERS – SAVE 26! ✪
Claim your free* cabbage plant collection
worth £16.80 when you order any of our
bargain collections (*just pay p&p)

86 GREAT GIVEAWAYS WORTH
OVER £858 ✪
Our prizes in this issue include organic lawn
fertiliser, hoses and pest repellent, plus
patio heaters

88 GARDEN STORE PLUS
SUBSCRIBER SAVERS ✪
News of some great new products and
services and a chance for KG subscribers to
save up to 20% on big-name products!

95 GIVEAWAYS ENTRY FORM
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TASKS FOR YOUR VEGETABLE PATCH
IN AUGUST BY JOYCE RUSSELL

SUPPORT TALL
BRASSICAS

Use stakes knocked into the
ground next to each plant to

support tall brassicas like Brussels
sprouts and sprouting broccoli. Tie
string carefully so it doesn’t cut into

growing stems.

PICK AND
USE BASIL

Pinch out the top leaf clusters on
stems when they are big enough
to use. More leaves will grow on

sideshoots lower down the stems.
Nip out and discard any flower

spikes that start to appear.

SOW WINTER
VARIETIES OF LETTUCE
It may seem odd to sow winter
varieties in August but plants
sown now can grow through
a cool autumn and into early

winter. They tend to do
better than late sowings of

summer varieties.

CHECK UNDER
COURGETTE LEAVES

Plants are trying hard to grow
fruits filled with viable seeds and
it is easy to miss a large marrow
lurking under the leaves. Check
regularly and remove any large

fruits if you want more small
ones to grow.
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JOBS FOR THE MONTH

STEP 3: Keep adding onions until you
have enough on the string. Don’t put too
much weight on or the string may break.
Trim excess tops with scissors, and trim the
roots too if you want. Hang the finished
strings of onions to store in a dry, cool place.

STEP 2: Make onion strings when bulbs are
completely dry, but before tops are too brittle
to bend. Start with a long loop of strong
string and put one large onion at the base.
Wind the necks of other onions between the
strings in a figure of eight.

STEP 1: Use a fork to lift onions when
they stop swelling and the tops start to
brown and flop over. Discard any bulbs
that are mouldy or soft. Spread the plants
out to dry in the sun or in a covered airy
place if the weather is wet.

SOW NOW
Spring cabbage, spring

onions, parsley, pak choi,
Swiss chard, turnips,

winter spinach and spinach
beet, lettuce, rocket,

mizuna, lamb’s lettuce,
land cress, mustard greens.

PLANT NOW
Any small plants raised

from seed in the last few
weeks: kale, cauliflower,

cabbage, broccoli, spinach,
Swiss chard, lettuce etc.

HARVEST
Apples, pears, raspberries,

figs, blueberries, peas,
carrots, fennel, sweetcorn,
broad beans, French beans,

runner beans, beetroot,
potatoes, lettuce, salad

leaves, spinach, Swiss chard,
courgettes, onions, garlic,
tomatoes, cucumbers…

Fruit is ripening on blueberry bushes, so get ready to pick.
Fruiting will continue over a few weeks, depending on
the variety, and some will ripen into September. A ripe
blueberry is easy enough to knock off the bush if your
hand brushes against it and a strong wind can bring several
berries down in a short space of time. Pick daily if you
don’t want to lose fruit to the ground. Wander into the
garden to get a handful to add to your breakfast if there
are only a few ripe at a time. Berries freeze well if you have
large amounts – they soften in the process but they don’t
lose flavour.

BE GENEROUS
If you have more vegetables than you
know how to use, then make up a simple
hamper from your harvest and recycle
some fruit tubs at the same time. You
may have eaten your fill of courgettes
and beetroot and your cupboards may
be full of pickles too, but neighbours
will be delighted with a gift of some
fresh produce. Variety is important, so
don’t just dump 10kg of courgettes on
a doorstep. A nice mixed tray of home-
grown vegetables makes a lovely surprise.
This has been a difficult year for so many
people – why not brighten up someone’s
day with a gift that’s designed to delight?

HOW TO STORE THE ONION CROP

BLUEBERRY TIME
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■ DAMPEN BEAN
FLOWERS
Runner beans are in
flower and will start to
set pods this month.
Spray the blossom
lightly with a fine mist
of water if the weather
is dry. This dampens
the pollen and helps
improve pod set.

■ PLANT
STRAWBERRIES
Get strawberry plants
into the ground, or large
pots, this month if you
want to have fruit next
year. Use runners from
existing plants provided
these are healthy and
each young new plant
is strong.

■ POT ON SEEDLINGS
Seedlings that have
been sown and grown in
the last few weeks may
be crowded in pots at
this stage. Pot them on
so each one has room to
grow if they aren’t ready
to go out into a final
planting position.

■ CUT HEDGES
Hedges grow fast and
can soon shade the
garden. Towards the
end of the month, cut
them back and try to
maintain a sensible size
and shape.

■ WEED, FEED AND
WATER
Keep on top of these
three things and you
should maintain steady
growth for your crops.
No plant will do well if
swamped by weeds or
if trying to grow in dry
soil. Feed plants that are
swelling fruits or putting
on rapid growth.

Some pods of peas may be past
their best with fully grown starchy
contents. These peas can be dried
and saved to sow next year if you
want to have a try at some seed
saving. The easiest things are peas,
beans and lettuce (simply leave a
plant to grow until it flowers and
produces lots of dangling seeds).
Pumpkin seed is easy to dry and
save too, but it may not breed
true if one variety cross-pollinates
with another.
ONE SIMPLE RULE: don’t save
seed from F1 varieties.

You might notice this problem first
as a few small white powder spots
on the leaves of cucumber, courgette
and squash plants. The problem soon
spreads and leaves are covered in
white mildew. Dry soil can exacerbate
the problem so water soil well and
remove the first few leaves affected –
if you are lucky you can stop it at
this point.

Use a 9:1 water/milk solution to keep
the mildew under control and remove
severely affected larger leaves – keep
as many young leaves as you can.

t

w

t
w

The focus may be on summer foods now, but it won’t be long
before your focus turns to the winter greens section of the
garden. Kales, broccoli, cauliflower and cabbage should all be
growing well and Brussels sprouts are stretching out stems with
the beginnings of tiny buttons along their length. These plants
will form the heart of your winter garden. In fact, some plants
will crop for months, providing pickings from autumn to spring.

Most winter greens are hardy and don’t need much
attention, but there are one or two things you should do to
help them along.

■ Mulch damp ground with a 3-4cm (1-1½in) layer of grass
clippings every time you mow. This helps keep moisture
in the soil and as the clippings break down they provide
some nutrients.
■ Provide supports if growing tall varieties.
■ Protect cabbages and cauliflowers from slugs and snails.
■ Check leaves regularly and remove any caterpillars. These
can strip leaves and take out growing points.
■ Use fine mesh or wire covers to keep butterflies or rabbits
off plants if there is a persistent problem.
■ Remove one or two plants if you have planted too close
and the patch is seriously overcrowded. It is better to lose a
few than for the whole lot to suffer.

Fruit can be slower to ripen on outdoor plants than
those under cover, but they should be ripening
nicely by now. A wall that holds heat from the sun
can be some help and this also provides shelter
from winds. If your plants are in pots and in the
wrong place, then it is possible to move them to a
new sunny spot even though they are tall. This is a
two-person job so enlist some help.

If plants are slow to ripen fruit, hang a ripe
tomato or two in among the trusses. These give
off a gas that helps kick-start the ripening process.
You may also want to cover the plant with clear
polythene (leave some ventilation) for a day or two
so the gas doesn’t all drift away on the wind. Don’t
pick the first ripe tomato too early – it will help
others to ripen. Once several fruits are colouring up
then you don’t have a ripening problem.

LOOK AFTER WINTER GREENS

TACKLE A PLANT PROBLEM SAVING SEED

RIPENING OUTDOOR
TOMATOES
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WITH MARTIN FISH

■ Continue to prune vines
under cover to reduce long
new growth. If there is
excessive foliage, you can also
remove some leaves around
the bunches of grapes.

■ Plant leafy brassicas such
as kale in the polytunnel to
provide fresh greens over
autumn and winter.

■ There is still time to peg
down and root some healthy
runners from late-fruiting
strawberry varieties.

■ Keep harvesting salad and
lettuce crops little and often,
and as soon as one crop ends,
re-sow or plant more.

■ Sow crops such as beetroot,
baby carrots, chard, spinach,
salad onions etc. into plug
trays to plant out in late
September.

CUCUMBERS IN
THE POLYTUNNEL
August is a very productive month and
crops such as tomatoes, cucumbers,
peppers and aubergines should now be
in full swing. It’s a time when you can
get a glut, which is often the case with
cucumbers that grow very quickly and
are continuously producing new flowers
and fruits. Flowering to fruiting is only
a matter of a few weeks in good growing
conditions, so it’s important that you pick
cucumbers regularly. If the fruits get too
large and ripe, the plant will slow down
and stop flowering. Even if you can’t eat
them all, still harvest the fruits and either
give them away or put them to good use
in the kitchen to make cucumber pickles
and relishes!

Keep
picking this

month
for even
bigger

harvests
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JOBS FOR THE MONTH

■ To try and avoid lots of
green tomatoes at the end
of the season, pinch out the
growing tips of your tomato
plants in early August to
prevent them making more
trusses of flowers and fruit
that won’t ripen. Once the
tips are removed, the fruit on
the trusses below will have
at least two months to fully
develop and ripen.

■ Damp down paths in the
polytunnel and greenhouse
on hot days to help cool the
atmosphere and to raise the
humidity which helps the
flowers to set on flowering
plants such as cucumbers
and tomatoes.

■ Check all your crops
regularly for signs of pests
and diseases. If spotted early
it’s much easier to control
pests and prevent diseases
from spreading.

■ Polytunnels don’t normally
need shading as the
polythene is opaque, but
in very hot, sunny weather
it can be worth putting up
some temporary shading
to protect sensitive plants
from scorching. Fleece can
be used inside or drape
green shade netting over
the outside of the tunnel and
fasten it down.

■ Lettuce seeds germinate
better in cooler conditions,
so during hot weather stand
trays of lettuce seed outside
in a shady cool place to get
them started.

p p

September is traditionally the planting time for bare-root strawberry
runners in order to give them time to establish a good root system
before winter. As an alternative, plants grown using a method known
as misted tips are available to buy from mid-August until mid-
September. These are commercially raised plants grown from the
tips of unrooted runners that are rooted in a mist propagator to form
strong, healthy plants. The mother plants are certified virus free and
because they are grown in small modules they establish very quickly
after planting and produce a heavy crop in their first fruiting season.
They are ideal for growing in containers and potted now and grown
under cover without heat, they will produce an early crop of tasty
berries next May and June.

Regular watering is certainly the order of the day
during the height of the summer. Temperatures under
cover will always be several degrees warmer than
outside when the sun shines, which is good for many
plants, but to keep them growing they need to be given
plenty of water and nutrients. Overhead sprinklers,
leaky pipes or self-watering pots can be used, but for
plants growing in the soil borders I prefer to water by
hand. This way I can gauge the amount of water for
each plant, as large established plants need more water
than small seedlings! When it comes to feeding,
I give a weekly liquid feed using seaweed or high-
potash fertiliser to keep the plants topped up with
essential nutrients.

In the polytunnel I’ve been growing some of my
tomatoes, peppers and aubergines in Autopots,
which is a self-watering irrigation system.
Pots standing in trays with a shallow reservoir
and float valve are fed a water and nutrient
solution from a holding tank. If the tank is kept
topped up, the system is totally self-watering
and seems to be working well. I’ve also been
experimenting with other vegetables in the
pots and beetroot has done very well. Seedlings
were raised in plug trays and planted out into
the Autopots filled with compost. Over summer
they’ve grown fast in the moist compost and
produced good quality roots ready to harvest.
Once pulled, I’ll replant with more beetroot to
harvest over winter.

A troublesome pest on tomatoes and aubergines is whitefly,
which thrives in warm conditions. Both the winged adult and
small white scale-like nymphs on the underside of the leaves
feed by sucking sap. They also exude a sticky honeydew that
can lead to sooty mould developing on the leaves and fruit.
To control whitefly, you need to start as soon as you spot a
few on the plant as they breed very fast. Yellow sticky traps
suspended in the plant monitor their levels and catch some.
Organic insecticides based on natural pyrethrum or fatty
acids work if applied little and often. The biological control,
Encarsia formosa, is a tiny predatory wasp that is effective,
but it can’t be used if you use any insecticides.

PLANT MISTED TIP
STRAWBERRY RUNNERS

BEETROOT IN
AUTOPOTS

WHITEFLY ON TOMATOES

WATER AND FEED CROPS
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DO YOU HAVE SOME HOT STORIES FOR OUR NEWS PAGES? SEND THEM TO TFLANAGAN@MORTONS.CO.UK

ALL THE LATEST NEWS, PRODUCTS & FACTS FROM THE WORLD OF KITCHEN GARDENING

This year’s RHS Chelsea Garden Product of the
Year has been awarded to Vegebag, a garden
growing tool allowing gardeners to produce
crops in small spaces all year round.

Judged virtually by a team of experts,
including esteemed entrepreneur and Dragons’
Den investor Deborah Meaden, the Vegebag’s
enviro-mesh protective barrier keeps pests and
animals at bay while still allowing the crops to
get the air and water they need. Its size makes
it ideal for city gardening, balconies, patios
and larger spaces.

For more information visit: https://vegepod.
co.uk/collections/vegebag

Research carried out by a PR company into
people’s Google searches found that there was a
surge in interest in home growing during March
and April 2020 compared with the same period
in the previous year.

Searches for ‘gardening for beginners’ were
184% higher than in April 2019; searches for
‘compost’ were 809% higher than in April

2019; and searches for ‘how to grow your
own food’ were 420% higher than in March
2019 (during the initial phase of lockdown),
Honest Communications found. Meanwhile,
the National Trust’s recipe downloads on its
website have seen an almost 900% increase on
the previous year, with scones, apple and rhubarb
crumble and sponge cake topping the list.

According to the National Trust, this has
been a good year for apple blossom as a
consequence of a mild winter and weeks
of sunshine. Temperatures of up to 24C
(75F), little rain and a record amount of
sunshine in April helped the development
of lots of blossom, providing the potential
for an abundant harvest this autumn. The
warm conditions led to bees being more
active while the lack of high winds allowed
the blossom to open for longer, resulting in
more flowers being pollinated.

VEGEBAG BAGS
TOP AWARD

According to the
Vegan Society, one
in five people in the
UK have cut down

on eating meat since
the start of the Covid-19 pandemic. Their
survey also found that 15% had reduced

their consumption of dairy produce.
For more on this visit: www.

vegansociety.com/whats-new/news

BUMPER YEAR FOR
APPLE BLOSSOM

INTEREST SURGES IN GROWING AT HOME
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If you’re looking for some light entertainment
of the floral kind and have a Netflix account
you might want to feast your eyes on The Big
Flower Fight. In this eight-part series 10 pairs
of florists, sculptors and garden designers
compete to see who can build the biggest,
boldest garden sculptures. Look out for huge
insects, enormous hairy beasts, massive

A competition organised by Burpee Seeds
Europe in collaboration with Mr Fothergill’s
has led to the naming of the first-ever blight-
resistant orange tomato. The winning name,
submitted by Ann Page, was ‘Merrygold’.

This indeterminate (cordon) variety will
produce a mass of bright orange fruit either in
the greenhouse or outdoors when staked and
side-shooted. The 25-30g fruit have a sweet and
slightly tangy flavour, making them perfect for
summer salads.

Tomato ‘Merrygold’ seeds will be available to
purchase from Mr Fothergill’s in 2021.

Here are some recent products available for
making sure your fruit and veg get all the
nutrients they need.

Empathy has a range of products in its
After Plant series brand with feeds for tomatoes,
ericaceous plants such as blueberries, roses, trees
and shrubs and more. https://rootgrow.co.uk

Also look out for D T Brown’s Invigorating
Plant Tonic No. 8, which combines concentrated
seaweed and yucca extracts and chitosan, a
combination which will facilitate good plant
growth and resistance to pests and diseases.
www.dtbrownseeds.co.uk

Perhaps the most colourful branding around
at the moment belongs to an organic fertiliser
from Natural Grower, with soil conditioning
and mulch products also available. https://
naturalgrower.co.uk

Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19 crisis
and in the the interests of public safety,
the following RHS shows have been
cancelled:

RHS Hyde Hall, September 2-6
RHS Hampton Court, September 9-15
RHS Rosemoor, September 18-20

For the latest information, visit:
www.rhs.org.uk/#nav-shows

Regrettably, the Harrogate Autumn
Flower Show (September 18-20),
scheduled for its new Autumn venue at
Newby Hall, North Yorkshire has also
been cancelled.
Visit: www.flowershow.org.uk

LATEST NEWS
ON THE SHOWS

FIGHT NIGHT – BUT WITH FLOWERS?
edible thrones and green giants – flowers
arranged in ways you’ve never seen before!
Presenters are Natasia Demetriou and
Vic Reeves with judge Kristen
Griffith-Vanderyacht.

And if you like your canines big and
colourful, here’s a floral one created in
Bilbao, Spain – August 30, 2013.

GO BLIGHT-FREE
WITH ‘MERRYGOLD’

… AND WEED
To help with weeds, take a look at Resolva
Weed Preventer. It consists of 100% natural
micro-granules, is child and pet friendly,
non-hazardous to bees and provides organic
nutrients to established plants. www.
gardenhealth.com/resolva-weed-preventer

FEED….
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Send us your tips and pictures and if your
letter is published you will get a £10 Dobies
voucher. If you are lucky enough to have yours
chosen as our Star Letter you will get a £25
voucher. Your voucher will be sent out with a
Dobies catalogue and you can choose to spend
your winnings on a fabulous range of seeds,

young plants and gardening sundries. You can
get hold of a copy of the catalogue now by
phoning 0844 701 7625 or go online to
www.dobies.co.uk

You can reach us by letter, email or via
our Facebook page: FACEBOOK.COM/
KITCHENGARDENMAG

mail your letters
to tflanagan@mortons.
co.uk or post to Letters,
Kitchen Garden, Mortons
Media Group, Media
Centre, Morton Way,
Horncastle, Lincs LN9 6JR

YOU YOUR PLOT

LABOUR OF LOVE
How did buying a Christmas present
make hard work? I bought my wife
a subscription to your magazine last
Christmas, then you started giving her
lots of seeds! I was sent to my garage
with instructions to make a seed
box with compartments suitable for
different-sized packets. As she does no
have a shed it had to be smart enough
to have in the house. I had thought
about buying her a book token next
Christmas, would a bookcase not be a
rather lengthy project?

Love your magazine and the seeds.
Many thanks to the staff for keeping the magazine
going in such difficult times; it lets the readers see the
light at the end of the tunnel.

Terry Parker, Bicester

TONY SAYS: Well, you kind of got boxed in there, Terry – but what a work of art!

E il l tt

CONTACT US WITH YOUR LETTERS AND TIPS: TFLANAGAN@MORTONS.CO.UK

o

r

MY PALLET HERB
GARDEN

I hhad received some goods on this very
heavvy red pallet and wanted to make

uussee ooff it on my
allotment. I tried
to take it apart
to use the slats
individually but
they split so
I decided to
create a herb
pallet instead.
As we were in
lockdown I only
had some white
and green gloss
in the house.... so it became my Italian Herb
Pallet Garden. Some herbs I have purchased
but I’ve also planted some of the seeds I
received with my first copy of Kitchen Garden.
I am now eagerly awaiting basil, salad leaves
and also convolvulus to grow.

Annette Shackley, North Yorkshire.

d

HOME-MADE COMPOST WORKS A TREAT
Being rather short of potting compost I searched for
the garden sieve and set to work on the well-rotted
contents of my Dalek compost bin. After a spot of hard
work, it yielded a very useful quantity of sweet-smelling
compost, albeit not quite like shop-bought stuff.
My compost contained tiny bits of eggshell, twigs,
wriggly worms, very active woodlice and fast-moving
creatures with long bodies and lots of legs. It was also
much heavier.

In spite of any misgivings, the tomato plants and
lettuces love it and are growing strong and sturdy,
even though they came up amongst a random selection
of obscure seedlings. The more readily identifiable
‘Golden Bantam’ sweetcorn, sown in lockdown loo
rolls, have now germinated too. I’m so delighted to
have raised beautiful plants from old waste and thank
you Kitchen Garden for the free seeds.

Julie Halsey, Milton Keynes
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MemberCOLIN 2016: I understand trimming of vine
tomatoes but what do you do, if anything, to
bush tomatoes?
WESTI: Generally, I just start cutting leaves off so
any fruit under them has sunlight to ripen. I start
doing this rather gingerly but by end of season
so many leaves are coming off in order to reserve
energy for the plant to focus on the fruit, they end
up pretty bald.
RETROPANTS: I’m also trimming the lower leaves;
it’s hard to see what’s what as they are quite a
jumble! They are in hanging baskets.
DIANE: I’ve trimmed off quite a few lower leaves
but there are so many that I have to walk sideways
once inside the greenhouse.

CARE OF BUSH TOMATOES

TO HAVE YOUR SAY ON THE FORUM VISIT: HTTP://FORUM.KITCHENGARDEN.CO.UK

CONTACT US: STEVE OTT
sott@mortons.co.uk

TONY FLANAGAN
tflanagan@mortons.co.uk

EMMA RAWLINGS
erawlings@mortons.co.uk

KG AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Once you have read and enjoyed your copy of Kitchen

Garden magazine, why not recycle it? Remove the glossy
cover and shred the rest before adding to your compost

heap or bean trench. Subscriber copies now come in
recyclable paper, while the polythene sleeves in which

KG is supplied in shops are recyclable. Look for the label
printed on yours and follow the instructions.

Over the past seven weeks I have
built a veggie patch at the bottom
of the garden to start my ‘kitchen
garden’. With help from a variety of
online suppliers I have two raised
beds. Yesterday, after hard work, I
planted my first seeds from your June
issue. I look forward to watching them
grow! However, taking hints and tips
from friends who garden, I have also
made this pigeon-proof!

Thanks for the good read
and encouragement!

Clare Tibbits, Ramsbury

TONY: What a great start! I like the
look of those raised beds Clare.
You’re going to love them.

CARDBOARD CUTOUTS
With the current lockdown people are buying more online. Rather than
throwing cardboard (boxes) in the recycle bin I thought this might be
of interest for anyone planting leeks.

I cut up my cardboard into 10 x 6in pieces and wrap each around my
dibber to form a tube. Removing it from the dibber, I then staple the
overlapping join and finally reinsert the dibber to reform the tube shape.
My dibber is made from an old broken garden fork handle and is about
the right size to allow the growing leeks to expand as they grow.

Inserted into the planting hole to a depth of about 4in, it leaves 6in
above the soil to blanch the leek stem. If the weather is such that the
tube starts to break down, it is simply a matter of banking soil around
the tube, keeping the leek soil free.

Tom Marlow, Skegness

PIGEON-PROOF RAISED BEDS
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The KG team offer chat,
tips and gardening gossip

3 Mudketeers

If you’re growing
sweetcorn, give the

male flowers (tassels)
a little tap to help

with the pollination
of the female
flowers (silks)

below

“Have you
viewed us

on YouTube
yet?”

ac
e

The lockdown emphasised the fact
that you can never have too much
home-grown veg. I only have limited
space in my garden for veggies and wit s i
no access to the KG plot, things were desperate. The
only thing for it was to start chipping away at the lawn.
So with some recycled decking, and using part of the
mountain of cardboard from recent Amazon deliveries,
I set about making a new no-dig bed. I already have
some beetroot, lettuce and courgettes just waiting to
be planted as soon as the compost is in place.
(NB: white knees not compulsory.)

i

YOU’VE MADE
YOUR BED….

LETTUCE AND CUCUMBERS
Steve has been trying out some
different lettuce varieties, including
one called ‘Valmaine’, a Romaine type
with upright crunchy leaves which can
be grown to maturity or used as a
cut-and-come-again crop. It has grown
with no signs of pests or diseases
and been very resistant to recent hot
weather with no bolting (flowering).
Full report once he has finished his
cheese and lettuce sandwich.

Emma has been helping her brother
with his vegetable plot but because of
lockdown this year he has been really
on it and the plot has been packed
with veg. She has helped a bit with
weeding and also suggested he grow
some lettuce between his onions and
garlic rows to increase the growing
area. It seemed to work well. The
lettuce pictured is a French herit
variety called ‘Merveille des Qua

Saisons’ (‘Marvel of Four Seasons’), a
fantastic variety. It really stood up well
to the hot weather with no bolting –
and so tasty!

Tony has been spending a lot of
time in the polytunnel, talking to his
peppers and tomatoes – as you do
– and tending to his cucumbers. All
seems to be going with a swing – yes,
cucumber ‘Swing F1’, a new all-female
variety producing 20cm (8in) fruit –
looking 'cucalicious' already.

Steve’s lettuce ‘Valmaine’
(Organic Gardening
Catalogue)
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In the July issue I talked about
starting off squashes in toilet
roll tubes and not having a lot of
success. I have decided to
give it another go and see
how different crops do in
them. In the picture I am
using the cut-down bottle
Geoff (see below) suggested
to fill the tubes.

FOR: KG reader Geoff
Packer from Surrey likes
using the tubes and
wondered if my original
problem was that some
compost beneath the tubes
in a cell tray encouraged the
roots to grow into this rather than the tube. He said:
“I have used them most years for runner and French
beans, leeks, tomatoes, cucumbers – anything really.
Using the neck from a cut-down mixer drinks bottle
to ease the filling of the tubes works a treat provided
you crumble the compost first.”

AGAINST: Philip Rigg wrote to us and has decided
he probably won’t use them again. He said: “One
thing that I have noticed is that the toilet roll tubes
always feel cold to the touch, which may inhibit the
seeds from germinating (especially heat-loving plants
like French beans and sweetcorn). I have put this
down to the wicking effect of the cardboard, which
may draw heat away from the tube and compost as
water evaporates from the surface of the tube.”

Well, it’s always good to try
something new, so here’s the
Bunyip – pretty unique, I think
you’ll find. I like the backstory
with this one… Apparently,
according to Aborigine legend,
Bunyips were bull-sized prehistor
marsupials with long, curved cla
(most likely the Palorchestes) which died out in
Australia about 10,000 years ago.

The Bunyip tool is designed for digging into
soil and aerating it, levering out large weeds and
turning over smaller ones. The head is made from
a modern high-grade, nickel-aluminium bronze
alloy and the handle is turned from second-
growth ash. The overall weight is 1.3kg (2.9lb).

It might look a bit like a pick-axe but it’s
actually quite different – light to use, particularly
good for breaking up hardened soil, and good
for getting some depth for heaving out those
deeper-rooted weeds.

For more info visit: www.bunyiptools.co.uk

Hi! I’m Belle and I’m here every month to
share lots of fun activities for you to do at
home, on your own or with your family

Seeds need sowing and many plants
are already growing, so I thought that I
would love to show you how to create
your own fun labels for your plants! Labels
are super important as they remind you
what seeds you have sown hidden under
the soil and the names of your particular
plants. I’m always forgetting, so I have to
make sure I have everything I need close
by so I can make a label at any time during
sowing season.

TO MAKE THE LABELS,
YOU WILL NEED:
■ Pebbles
■ Garden paints
■ Paintbrushes
■ Pot of water to wash your brushes in
■ Newspaper or plastic sheet
■ A selection of fruit and vegetables

STEP 1: First, take note of what fruit and
vegetables you have growing or what
other ones you would like to sow now
or maybe next season. Are there any of
these crops that you could make some
good pebble labels for?
STEP 2: If working inside, you now need
to protect the surface you are working
on by covering it with the newspaper or
plastic sheet.
STEP 3: Have a think about what paint
colours you have and how they can
represent the vegetables you wish
to grow.

STEP 4: Make
sure your pebbles
are clean and dry,
then start painting one side.
STEP 5: You could paint a picture of the
vegetable or paint its name.
STEP 6: Leave your pebbles to dry
before placing them outside next to your
seed rows and young plants.

WELL DONE!
You can also make labels by painting
wooden spoons or carefully cutting up
old plastic food containers into strips.

I would love to see your creations! Take
a photo of your pebble plant labels or
gardening adventures and ask an adult
to email it to: erawlings@mortons.co.uk

TOILET ROLL
TUBE DEBATE

WHERE THERE’S MUCK,
THERE’S BRONZE
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SUBSCRIBERS' WEBSITE

Go to www.mudketeers.co.uk
You need to register the first time
you go on the site. Simply key in

your customer ID number (6 digits)
found on the white cover sheet that
comes with your issue. Input a few
details, create a password and you
are ready to go. Alternatively call
01507 529529 and speak to our

customer services team.

If you are, that makes you a member of our Mudketeers’ Club, a dedicated website
foor subscribers ONLY. www.mudketeers.co.uk includes exciting offers, brand new

seed variety trials, competitions and unique features just for you.

* Time limit and conditions apply to offers above. See website. Go via our website to
obtain the discounts. See page 88 for more details on some of the products above.

■ Support your
melon fruit

VIDEO:
■ How to sow
turnips
■ Watch the KG
Garden Elf ’n’
Safety Rap
■ Grow a salad
bar podcast

We are giving away this Stiga SGM 102
AE Multifunctional Tool. It is powered by
a 10.8v battery and has an 18cm double-
action hedge trimmer blade and an 11cm
double-action lawnmower blade. The
handle rotates 180 degrees for perfect
control. The battery and charger are
supplied and it all comes in a handy case.

Price: £99. For more information on
Stiga products go to www.stiga.com

There are no cash alternatives available.
The winner will be the first name drawn
at random. Terms and conditions apply.
To view the privacy policy of MMG Ltd
(publisher of Kitchen Garden magazine)
please visit www.mortons.co.uk/privacy

To enter go to Competitions on www.mudketeers.co.uk and fill in the form

WORTH
£99WIN A STIGA MULTIFUNCTIONAL TOOL

★ 20% off… Full-
price Muck Boot
Company products
★ 15% off …
Agriframes products
10%
★ 10% off … Kings
Seeds – on their

seeds (excludin
collections)

★ 10% off …
GardenSkill Lock
& Roll Extendable
Garden Plant Stakes
★ 10% off … Lubera
fruit products
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YOU YOUR PLOT

Our Star Question winner will receive vouchers
worth £25; the writers of all other questions

printed will receive a £10
voucher. They can be
redeemed against any
products in the latest Mr

Fothergill’s catalogue, which will be sent out
with the vouchers so you can choose from the
massive range of quality products, including
seeds and garden equipment. To receive a
free catalogue, call 08453 710518 or visit
www.mr-fothergills.co.uk Email questions

to tflanagan@mortons.co.uk or post to
Question Time, Kitchen Garden, Mortons
Media Group, Media Centre, Morton Way,
Horncastle, Lincs LN9 6JR. Please include
your full address on letters and emails. We
do not publish full addresses.

I have a ‘Victoria’ plum tree, more than 10 years old,
which takes up a substantial space in my garden – it
is 20-25ft high and was covered in blossom again this
year, but it never has produced a plum.
Sandra Scott, North Ayrshire

S e Ott, editor Kitchen Garden magazine
TEVE SAYS: ‘Victoria’ has a reputation
for being vigorous although it depends
also on the rootstock it is grafted on.
Since your tree is flowering well and
s self-fertile, it should be capable of
oducing a crop, but there are a few

common reasons for non-fruiting.
One of the main ones with plums is frost. Plums

are early flowering trees and may often be damaged
by a cold spell when the blossom is open, which in
turn means they may fail to set fruit. Strong cold
winds can also damage the flowers and drive away
pollinating insects. These problems are obviously
exacerbated on northern exposed sites or where
trees are growing at the bottom of a slope where
a frost pocket forms (a pocket of very cold air),
so shelter from the worst of the weather is often
recommended when planting. There is not much you
can do in the case of a large, relatively mature tree
and you may decide it has to go.

Perhaps check with gardening neighbours to see
if they are successful with plums. If so and you would
love to grow them, you could plant one or two small
trained trees such as fans against a warm wall or
fence to replace your non-fruiting one.

Steve
T
f

i
p

I am finding lots of these grubs on my
allotment. Can you identify them and
advise if they – or whatever they turn into –
are harmful?
Phil Wilkinson, Crowborough

Guy Barter, chief
horticulturist, RHS

GUY SAYS: These look
like leatherjackets, the
larvae of the crane fly
www.rhs.org.uk/advice/

profile?pid=651). They are
usually only a problem in allotments when
newly dug from grass – they decline after a
few years of weed-free cultivation.

Hoeing and cultivation while crops are
being sown and planted may expose them
to the birds who will finish them off.

GOT A FRUIT OR VEG PROBLEM? ASK KG FOR HELP

G

(wPLUM CONUNDRUM

GRUB TROUBLE

ANTS AND PLANTS
I have just enlarged my veggie patch. I’m
trying to be organic and chemical free,
but I’m having problems with ants (black
and yellow/orange). What’s the best way
to get rid of them, please?
Graham Relton, York

EEmma Rawlings, deputy
editor Kitchen Garden
magazine
EEMMA SAYS: Ants are
ddifficult to control in an

orgganic veg plot. They don’t
usually do too much damage

to plants – root disturbance can cause
problems should they decide to make a
nest in a pot or under a perennial plant.
If they are seen on the foliage or running
up and down stems it is usually because
they are ‘farming’ aphids (greenfly) or
scale insects for the sweet honeydew they
produce. Get rid of the pest and the ants
will often move on.

Where they are being a nuisance, dig up
their nests when you find them, exposing
eggs to birds and other wildlife and keep
the soil/compost in pots moist. Keep pots
off the ground on pot feet and don’t stand
them on bare soil, but on a paving slab or
similar instead.

Some plants are said to deter ants,
for example a diminutive mint called
pennyroyal, also garden mint, marigolds,
notably tansy, garlic and lavender.
There is one biological control based on
nematodes – Nemasys Natural No Ants
– and this is available from many online
specialists. It doesn’t kill the ants, but
does encourage them to move on.

SPRING 2020

FREE P&P
& 2 FREE seed packets

with every seed order

on ALL orders over £50

www.mr-fothergills.co.uk

O
VER

50

NEW
&

EXCLUSIVE

VEG
&

FLO
W

ER

VARIETIES

SPRING 2020
Seed Catalogue

Get in touch by post, email or via our Facebook page: Facebook.com/kitchengardenmag



WHAT YOU
CAN DO
Remove affected fruit and then
make sure that you keep plants
sufficiently watered. With plants
grown in pots and growing bags,
make sure that when you water
you get to the very bottom of
the roots – your compost might
look wet but water may not have
penetrated all the way down.

A not-uncommon problem with tomatoes
is blossom end rot, something that can be
prevented with appropriate nurturing of plants

Your guide to common pests, diseases
and other problems affecting your crops

WHAT IS IT?
Blossom end rot is not a

disease as such but a problem
that occurs when the fruit
of tomatoes, aubergines
and peppers do not get

sufficient calcium.

If you’re growing tomatoes,
aubergines or peppers in pots
in a greenhouse or polytunnel,
at the height of summer you

may need to water quite
frequently to prevent

the compost from
drying out.

SYMPTOMS
Dark blotches at the base of the fruit
are a key indicator of blossom end
rot. They are usually circular and can
vary in size, and the affected area
will be sunken. Water carries calcium
from the compost/soil all the way up
the plant but if it doesn’t reach the
fruit in enough quantity, blossom end
rot is the result.
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ONLINE INSPIRATION

KitchenGardenMagKitchenGardenUK@GrowWithKG .com/kitchengardenmagazine@GrowWithKG

We dig into the world wide web to harvest great websites, blogs and tweets
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If you love growing fruit, you might wish to be
part of a group of like-minded individuals. For
this purpose, in 1945 the Royal Horticultural
Society formed the RHS Fruit Group with
the object of encouraging and improving the
study and cultivation of edible fruits generally
grown in the UK. Run by a team of amateur
and professional fruit growing enthusiasts,
there are four meetings per year at the RHS
Garden, Wisley and an annual schedule of
visits to other gardens of interest to fruit
growers. For more information visit:
www.thefruitgroup.org.uk

Emma goes into full rap mode andd with
a serious message, aided and abetted by her
slapstick Muddie buddies.

Sorry Daucus (the KG gnome) but it looks like you
and your fellow gnomes are out of favour with the
gardening public. A recent survey undertaken by
Draper Tools of current gardening trends found that
bird feeders were top of the list with vegetable plots
in second place. Herb gardens came in at number
nine out of a total of 30, greenhouses 10th and raised
beds were in 11th place. Gnomes, however, came top in the not so well trending list,
followed by fake grass and plastic ornaments. A number of gnomes have recently
been seen wandering the fields of Lincolnshire looking a little forlorn and lonely. If you
see any in your area, please give them a home or donate to the No More Gnomeless
campaign. For the full story visit: www.kitchengarden.co.uk

For these and more go to www.youtube.
com/kitchengardenmagazine

Tony has been planting out sweetcorn in
super-quick time. He’s never worked this fast
in his life!

Steve is trying to sow winter radish but a
persistent feline friend is determined to
get in his way!

How about taking a bath but don’t
actually take a bath. Fill it with some
good soil instead and grow some
lovely crops!

Up The Garden Bath is a new non-
profit-making social enterprise based
in Peterborough which takes old,
unwanted and often fly-tipped bathtubs
and upcycles them into garden planters.
Old bathtubs have been reused on
allotments for years but these bathtubs
have a raised wooden surround which
transforms them into raised and
contained growing spaces at a height
that is easily accessible for children, the
elderly or disabled. To find out more
about these recycled bathtubs and how

this project is being used for the benefit
of the local community, visit:
www.upthegardenbath.co.uk
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Idoubt there is a gardener around who
hasn’t tried growing a spring sown,
round, fiery radish. In fact I have vivid
memories of it being the first seed I ever

grew as a child!
That said, I want to encourage more people to

grow the more majestic and sophisticated winter
radish. Usually bigger in size, these slower-
growing types are sown after midsummer and
usually take a couple of months to mature in
size and flavour, but don’t think they are going
to be extra hot and spicy because of their size.
Normally milder than spring sown varieties
(but sometimes with a kick), winter radish
are definitely not just for salads; they are to be
enjoyed cooked or pickled rather than snacked
on in the garden.

I’m not sure why more of us don’t grow winter
radish as they used to be very popular in years
gone by, yet we seem to think of small, round,
red types when we think ‘radish’. It may be that
you have tried to grow them but they bolted,
putting you off trying again. My main bit of
advice is to sow later so they don’t bolt, ideally
between June-August, depending on the variety
(check the seed packet).

You may be forgiven for thinking that winter
radish are usually white (mooli/daikon types) or
black (‘Spanish Black’), but they come in reds
(‘China Rose’, ‘Red Dragon’), violet (‘Violet
de Gournay’), green (‘Green Luobo’) and even
white-skinned with a pink centre (‘Watermelon’,
‘Mantanghong’), so there is definitely some
colour to be had with these delicious roots.

Radishes to relish
The summer radish is firmly imprinted on our minds, says
Rob Smith, but don’t neglect its winter cousin – milder,
bigger and more varied than you might expect
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WINTER RADISHES

➤

As your plants grow, be sure
to water well in dry spells and
within eight to 10 weeks you
should be harvesting your first
crisp roots. If you are a little
more impatient you can always
snip a few leaves from each
plant as they add a spicy kick to
salads and sandwiches, or you
can cook them like spinach and
serve as a side dish.

Now and again the odd plant
may start to bolt due to lack
of watering; however, this can
be a bonus as it can give you
another couple of tasty treats!
The flowers of winter radish
are edible and taste like mild
radish (funny that), but if you
leave them even longer you’ll be
rewarded with a few radish seed

pods, which are crunchy and
spicy when picked young. With
this in mind, don’t compost
the plants just because they’ve
started to bolt, eat them!

Plants stand well in the
ground and are best left in situ
during autumn with a 15cm
(6in) covering of straw held
down with fleece or netting to
protect the tops from the frost;
as the temperature plummets,
just lift before the soil freezes.
Traditionally, they would then
have been stored in a clamp or
boxes of sand, yet I find them
much easier to store in the
fridge as long as you remove
the leaves and keep the root in
a plastic bag to keep it nice
and crisp.

There aren’t that many veg seeds to start
sowing later in the year, so being able to
sow these into beds that you’ve harvested
onions, garlic or broad beans from is a real
bonus, especially when they store well
for months.

Sowing is a little different to the spring
types – think of it more like growing
parsnips for spacing. I like to sow two seeds
per station,1-2cm (½-¾in) deep with around
10-15cm (4-6in) between them, then 25cm
(10in) between rows. Just make sure to
water the area first so you don’t wash the
seeds away. By sowing like this you can
thin the weakest seedling, but you don’t
have to thin lots of excess plants to get to
your final spacing. It’s also good to start
them off like this because as they grow
they have more airflow between the plants,
and as autumn sets in it is best to not have
cramped plants which can start to rot or
spread disease quickly.

Once the seedlings start to grow there
are two main pests to watch out for: slugs
and flea beetle. The former should be
controlled in your preferred manner and
the latter can be prevented by covering the
seedlings in Enviromesh. Once the plants
are a little bigger the damage caused to the
leaves shouldn’t bother the plant too much,
but as seedlings it can kill them.

Water the drills first before sowing

Freshly harvested mooli
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‘MANTANGHONG F1’:
British-bred version of the
‘Chinese’ radish. You can
grow these tasty roots
up to tennis ball size
and leave in the ground
until required. Roots can
grow up to 450g/1lb. The
attractive, sweet red flesh
has a peppery, nutty taste
– ideal for use in winter
salads and stir-fries.
www.dobies.co.uk

‘BLACK SPANISH
ROUND’:
The skins of this heritage
variety may be virtually
black, but the crisp, tasty
flesh is pure white. An
unusual addition to the
salad bowl, this is a very
old variety well worth
growing. Also known as
‘Noir Gros de Paris’ or
‘Nero Tondo’.
www.dtbrownseeds.co.uk

‘VIOLET DE GOURNAY’:
This is a top quality
French heirloom variety
that has long, tapering,
dark purple roots with
white flesh and very little
woodiness. It produces
strong, vigorous growth
with a tangy, piquant
taste both to the roots
and leaves but is not
overpowering.
www.jandlseeds.com

‘RED DRAGON F1’:
Quicker maturing and
with a slightly milder
taste than most. Earliest
sowings are ready in 50
days. This variety is fully
winter hardy, producing
smooth, pinky-red
skinned roots that are
superb sliced in salads
and stir-fries.
www.thompson-morgan.
com

‘GREEN LUOBO’:
This is an amazing
heirloom from northern
China. A mild winter
radish, this variety has
distinctive bright green
flesh and a green/white
skin. It can be harvested
young at 13cm (5in) or
later up to 26cm (10in),
turning hotter as it
matures.
www.realseeds.co.uk

There are plenty of varieties to choose from,
with ‘Spanish Black’ (both round and long)
being one of the most popular with their dark
skin contrasting well with the ice white centre.
Japanese ‘mooli’ types are also very popular
with several varieties in the UK, both F1 and
regular varieties are available and these types
are traditionally pickled in Japan and served
with sushi – you may have had these without
even knowing it!

One of the most showy varieties has to be

‘Spanish Black Long’ ‘Watermelon’When it comes to eating the roots, they
aren’t just for salads. Winter radish are
ideal to cook like swede or turnip; in fact,
they make a superb addition to soups and
casseroles, where they keep their shape
when cooked. Don’t be worried about
them adding a spicy kick to food – when
they are cooked they lose their fierce
flavour and become mellow and delicious.

With winter radish being so easy to
grow and versatile in the kitchen, I really
don’t know why more people don’t grow
them, especially as you sow them later in
the year when your veg beds are starting
to empty. So why not have a go and
make space for these rather special
winter roots?winter roots?

‘Mantanghong’, which looks pretty boring
at first with its creamy white skin and green
leaves. It’s not until you cut it in half that you
are surprised by a bright pink centre which
looks absolutely stunning sliced thinly in
salads or sandwiches for a little crunch and
heat. Similarly, ‘Watermelon’ has a coloured
centre, which graduates to green and almost
resembles a cross-section of a real watermelon
(hence the name) and this has a lot milder
taste, almost sweet with a slight radish kick. ■
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It’s been a busy start to summer. In spring
I put in five new vegetable beds and have
just converted a tired, overgrown tangle of
weedy shrubs into (what I hope will be) a

stunning new herbaceous border. Time will tell!
During the epic tidy-up I was stopped in my

tracks by a threadbare rosemary which, despite
years of obvious neglect, was still blooming its
aromatic socks off. We have a wild bees’ nest in
the garden and, let me tell you, the rosemary was
alive with them. What a joy to watch them flit
from flower to flower in their industrious trance.
They go crazy for a clump of apple mint too,
gorging on its nectar-rich flowers later on in
the summer.

herbsh b
Head-turning

Herbs are often plonked
here and there, wherever
space allows, as a bit of an
afterthought. But, as
Benedict Vanheems argues,
their well-heeled looks,
seductive aroma and
wildlife appeal should
earn them prized
position on our plots.

Herbs can be every bit as stunning as traditional ornamental plants
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Keep a few pots of herbs
close to the kitchen for

ease of picking
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HARD-WORKING HERBS
Herbs, you see, aren’t just about a few tasty
pickings to liven up mealtimes, important
though that is. They also contribute colour, scent
and texture to the garden, while bringing in
movement and sound from both pollinators and
pest predators – insects such as bees, butterflies,
hoverflies and lacewings.

Planted symmetrically and clipped to
perfection, herbs can lend a sense of formality.
But leave them to loll about and do their thing
and they’ll create an effortlessly relaxed, cottage
garden feel. Use them to fringe paths, edge beds
or as bold, statuesque eruptions bursting from
the middle of the border. Pick the right herbs
for the right place and anything is possible! So
let’s see if we can’t elevate herbs from piecemeal
plants to stylish stalwarts in their own right.
Here are a few ideas to plant herbs in a more
considered way.

FORMAL FLAIR
The secret behind the order and ‘tidiness’ that
comes with formal elements of the garden is
symmetry. Think of a neatly trimmed rosemary
spiral or perhaps a pair of standard bay trees
either side of a front door and you get the idea.
Perennial herbs that can be repeatedly trimmed
are obvious candidates for adding a touch of
formality to proceedings, but so too is the type
of container you grow your herbs in. A tall,
slender planter of herbs, or repeated terracotta
pots of, for example, lavender add rhythm to
your garden, offering structure and backbone.

Formal doesn’t mean stuffy or aloof. It is
possible to stick to symmetry without going all
stiff upper lip! A stunning example was on display
at Chelsea Flower Show 2008. It used herbs – a
lively mix of all sorts: big and small, mousy and
brassy – planted into identical wattle panel-
hidden planters. The disparate gaggle of herbs
knitted together beautifully because they were all
in the same planters and laid out in a grid pattern.
It had both order and extreme beauty – a haze of
leaf colours and textures and, of course, a heady
scent that intensified with the warmth of the day.

PATHS, CIRCLES
AND SPIRALS
Paths can lend either formality – straight and
with purpose – or a relaxed, take-your-time
informality by weaving through planting like a
lazy stream. The classic herb garden of intersecting
paths with central bed, urn or planter creates a
formal framework into which relaxed plantings of
various herbs can sit, combining the very best of
both worlds.

Line paths with aroma-pumping sun-lovers,
such as lavender, cotton lavender or sage. Chives
also work well as edging and look glorious when
they come into flower (bees love them), while
parsley is a great choice for shadier areas, its
flowers beloved by aphid-munching hoverflies
and lacewings.

Few of us have the space for a full-blown herb
garden complete with paths, arches and benches,
but a smaller-scale version is always possible.
You could measure and mark out sections with
string, then frame and line your creation ➤

Tall, slender pots add a sense of sleek style
and formality to these mixed herbs

Terracotta is a timeless choice for this lavender

Formal backbone softened by relaxed planting in the
‘Summer Solstice’ garden at RHS Chelsea Flower Show 2008

A recently planted herb spiral. Note the mint in
the bottom, confined to a pot to stop it spreading
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Garden-fresh mint is a must-
grow on anyone’s list. Use
the leaves in salads, soups,
pestos or puddings. Crush
them into summer coolers
and cocktails. Or steep
the leaves for a refreshing
cuppa. Don’t limit yourself to
peppermint and spearmint
– essentials as they are – but
put together a magnificent
minty medley.

PINEAPPLE MINT: This
citrusy mint, with its white-
fringed leaves, is a good
choice for fruit salads or
plonking into ice-cold drinks.

GRAPEFRUIT MINT: The
flowers of this tangy mint are
very popular with pollinators
such as bees. It makes a top
cut flower too.

GINGER MINT: A stripy
mint that’s far from ordinary.
The ginger-tingly leaves are
great for a tea that both
invigorates and revives.

CHOCOLATE MINT: Bright
green leaves contrast with
chocolate-brown stems –
what a stunner! The perfect
mint for ice creams and puds.

APPLE MINT: Its attractive,
slightly fuzzy leaves and
strong aroma make it the
perfect mint for a thirst-
quenching mint tea. Delicious!

NOOKS AND CRANNIES
One of the most satisfying uses of herbs is to
soften hard edges. Use thymes or chamomile to
creep out from cracks in the paving or from path
edges to blur the boundaries. Stepping on plants
from time to time won’t harm them, and will
release their aroma. There are many thymes to
try, with golden, silvery or variegated leaves, and
pink, purple or white flowers. Needless to say
the blooms are a boon for bees. Mint also works
well in areas where it is hemmed in on all sides
to prevent it from becoming too rambunctious.

Where space is really tight, go vertical. Old
pallets, often picked up for free, can be painted
then lined with weed fabric or membrane to
create compact planting pockets. These are just
the job for a range of at-the-ready, often-picked
herbs, including leafy herbs and sprawlers like
prostrate rosemary or thyme. And, of course,
don’t forget the classic but ever-popular herb
pots, troughs and upcycled wine crates.

There’s always room for herbs, but I implore
you to make more of them. They deserve to bask
in the spotlight, rewarding the gardener with
both flavoursome pickings for the kitchen and
food for the soul.d .

Mint is famouslyfast-growing and will quicklyspread if left unchecked. Toavoid this invasive behaviour,grow mints in their own pots.Terracotta looks best or sinkpots into the ground
up to their rims.
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Creeping herbs like thyme can help to
soften the hard edges of paving

A classic herb garden, with
intersecting paths, at Mill Dene

Garden, Gloucestershire
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with bricks, cobbles, block edging or paving
slabs set edge-on. Simple herb wheels look great,
and you can still leave space for a central feature
plant such as lofty, feathery fennel.

Another option is to create a herb spiral. This
is a variation on the circle theme, which will
add height to your herb garden by spiralling
gradually from the ground up. The lower levels
are generally moister, so this is great for fleshier
herbs like coriander, parsley, basil and chives.
In contrast, the peak of the spiral, being well-
drained and less likely to be overshadowed, is
perfect for resinous Mediterranean herbs such as
oregano, thyme, sage or rosemary.

Wheel of fortune: Pack in the herbs into a
simple but stunning herb wheel
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ESSENTIAL HERBS

Most herbs can broadly be divided by
habit. There’s the creeping or ground-
covering plants (the spillers), the bushy
herbs (the fillers) and the attention-seeking,
vertical-thrusting herbs (the thrillers). Use a
combination of spillers, fillers and thrillers
to create a standalone herb border or
to add to existing borders, patios and
container gardens.

Right: Vertical-thrusting herbs such as fennel
and angelica bring drama to the border

SPILLER FILLER THRILLER

Creeping and woolly thymes Culinary thyme Angelica

Oregano and marjoram Sage Fennel (try bronze fennel!)

Prostrate rosemary Rosemary and lavender Bay (grown as a standard tree)

Chamomile Chives, coriander, basil, dill Bergamot

Corsican mint Most mints Golden hops
(trained up an obelisk)
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ê PALLET CLEANSER: Make the most of
vertical spaces. Old pallets make fantastic
planters from which herbs like thyme can spill. ■

ê RUB A HERB TUB: Fill a wooden crate
with a mix of compatible herbs. Line the
crate before planting it up so the wood
lasts longer.

è TURN UP THE BASE: Bring
the base of big planters to
life with an underplanting of
herbs – here chives, prostrate
rosemary and sage, plus alpine
strawberries.

ç IN THE CAN: Upcycle an old
can into a herb planter. Smaller
cans can be attached to a fence
to bring the scent up to nose
level.

é THYME OUT: Take some time
out from the weeding on a garden
bench planted up with thyme for
the seat.

Looking to liven up a dreary corner of the garden? How about one of these nifty ideas?
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One of the joys of summer into
autumn is to see a burgeoning
crop of fulsome sweet peppers
in the polytunnel or greenhouse.

If you have grown different varieties, you will
feast your eyes on a spangled array of greens,
yellows, oranges and reds (even purple perhaps?)
of different shapes and sizes. These might be
smaller snack peppers or larger, even cuboid
ones. But even if you have only grown one plant,
you won’t be disappointed.

With their origins in South America, the
sweet pepper (or bell pepper) Capsicum annuum

likes it warm, so tends to be grown under cover.
You can grow them outside too, of course, if you
have a warm, sheltered spot in the garden which
gets plenty of sun, but success will be somewhat
dependent on the weather which, as we know in
the UK, can vary greatly.

For this reason, I grow mine in a polytunnel
but if you’re just starting out, mini-greenhouses
with plastic coverings are relatively inexpensive
and will serve you well.

A warm porch or sheltered balcony which gets
plenty of light or a conservatory if you have one
are good places too.

Whether you’re growing sweet peppers for the
first time or are a seasoned devotee, avid grower
Tony Flanagan has some top tips for you
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A mini-greenhouse is a relatively
inexpensive option for providing the
warmth peppers need
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SWEET PEPPERS

➤

The maintenance of peppers is relatively
straightforward. Keep the soil or compost
moist but avoid waterlogging. Water to
the base of the plants and make sure
your watering gets down to the roots.
If the summer is very hot, you will need to
water at least once a day as temperatures
can get very high in polytunnels and
greenhouses and this may cause flowers to
fall and not set fruit. On such days, leave
doors open.

To take the labour out of watering,
you might want to invest in a self-watering
kit such as a Quadgrow Self-Watering
Planter (www.greenhousesensation.co.uk),
which comes with four pots. There is a
generous bottom reservoir for water and
each pot has a feeder mat which links pot
to reservoir and draws up water as the

Once your plants get established, it’s
simply a matter of keeping the soil moist
and gradually acclimatising them to lower
temperatures so that when you do bring
them out to their final position it’s not
a shock to the system. Keep an eye on
the weather, of course, but they should
be fine in an unheated greenhouse or
polytunnel from the end of May onwards
– before that you run the risk of a cold
spell, as there was this year, and you may
lose them to the cold. If planting in soil,
space each plant about 45cm (18in) apart.
Otherwise, grow in 30cm (12in) pots filled
with multi-purpose compost, or even a
tomato grow bag.

If you want peppers by mid-summer, you need
to sow early: February-March. You can sow
in April too but May is leaving it a little late
as developing plants will not get the best of
summer light and sun, and cropping will be
quite late and unlikely to be as productive
as you would find starting earlier. Most of
the work with growing peppers comes in the
early stages, getting good germination and
then the aftercare required with seedlings and
young plants.

In an ideal world, you have a heated
propagator and growing lights. In this case,
you can sow seeds in February-March as you
will be able to provide sufficient light and
heat (around 20C/68F). Sow in seed trays or
cell trays filled with about 5cm (2in) of multi-
purpose compost, setting the seeds about
2.5cm (1in) apart. Cover with a sprinkling of
sieved compost and water in lightly. Seeds
take about 10 days to germinate and when
they are big enough to handle, prick out (or
move on) the seedlings to small pots, once
again filled with multi-purpose compost.
As they grow, turn down the heat in the
propagator little by little so that they don’t

Pepper seedlings in April

grow too spindly, which also gets them used
to a lower temperature.

If you don’t have a propagator or growing
lights, start off in April on a warm windowsill in
the same way and cover with a clear polythene
bag – you need to provide both heat and light

in sufficient quantities. If you do get spindly
seedlings, when you come to move them into
7.5-9cm (3-3½in) pots, position them so most
of the stem up to the leaves is buried (as you
might do with tomato seedlings) but water in
lightly. This always seems to work for me.

A young pepper plant

Planting peppers in a Quadgrow
Self-Watering Planter kit

roots of the plant demand. The plant itself,
therefore, regulates how much water
it needs.

Peppers are self-fertile, so you don’t need
to think about them getting pollinated,
though a gentle shaking of the flowers and
applying a mist spray may facilitate. Once
the flowers start emerging, you can start
applying liquid tomato feed (high in potash)
which will support the production of the
peppers themselves. Do this on a weekly
basis throughout the summer, but when you
get to early autumn, and production of fruit
slows down, all you need to do is water, but
this will be much less now as the weather –
generally speaking – cools down.

As plants grow taller, fill out and produce
fruit they will need support, so have some
short canes available for this purpose.
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SERVES 4
■ 1 medium-sized red onion, sliced
■ 1 stick of celery, chopped
■ 2 red peppers (or yellow or orange),
chopped
■ ½ cucumber, chopped
■ Fresh basil, bunch
■ 8 cherry tomatoes, chopped
■ 2 grated medium-sized carrots
■ A few salad leaves
■ Greek yogurt
■ 4 tortilla wraps (20cm diameter)
■ Salt to taste

1. For the filling, slice and chop veg, and
mix in basin. Add salt to taste.
2. Add Greek yogurt sufficient to make
the vegetable mix stick together.
3. Place filling in wrap and fold over.

‘CARDINAL F1’: These are
fleshy peppers, dark purple
in colour then turning red
on maturity. Good sweet
flavour. (Suttons)

‘GOGOREZ F1’: This has a
very attractive, ribbed form,
producing lots of medium-
sized fruit with thick and
fleshy walls; green turning
to red on ripening. (Marshalls)

‘KUBISTA F1’: This variety
produces plenty of blocky
fruits which start off green
and turn orange on maturity.
(Kings)

‘LONG MARCONI’: A long
variety, with fruits turning
from green to deep red on
full maturity. The flesh is thin
compared to some other
varieties. (Kings )

‘LEMON/TANGERINE
DREAM’: An abundance
of green fruits 7cm/2¾in,
turning to lemon and
tangerine. (Plants of Distinction)

‘CALIFORNIA WONDER’:
A variety dating back to
1928. A standard pepper in
size and shape. Seeds can
be saved for sowing the
following year. (Suttons)

Once peppers are up and running, they are
generally problem free. However, here are some
things to watch out for:

SLUGS AND SNAILS: These will tuck into the
leaves of young plants but also into the fruit –
often you will see a hole with a brown surround.
Use your preferred control.

GLASSHOUSE RED SPIDER MITE: You
will find these tiny pests on the underside of
leaves – tell-tale signs are mottled leaves and
silky webs. These thrive in hot conditions, so
misting of plants from time to time may help to
prevent. There are a number of pesticides you
can use, such as Bug Clear Fruit and Veg (a plant
oil extract) or if the problem is really severe,
you can introduce a predatory mite, Phytoseiulus
persimilis, available from online supplier
www.dragonfli.co.uk

APHIDS: If you see greenfly (which can
multiply at an exponential rate!), remove
with thumb and forefinger. If plants are
heavily infected, you may need to use an
organic pesticide such as Bug Clear Gun
for Fruit & Veg. If you come across any
ladybirds outside, catch them and place them
on your plants as ladybirds are natural
predators.

BLOSSOM END ROT: This manifests itself as
a circular brown patch at the base of the fruit
(not the end where it connects to the stem) and
is a result of irregular watering. It occurs when
not enough calcium reaches the fruit – calcium
which is carried by water from the compost/or
soil up to the fruit (see page 21). ■

Aphids on the
underside of leaves

You can harvest peppers usually from mid-
summer through to mid-autumn – maybe
even longer –depending on the weather
and where you live in the UK. You can
pick early, when the fruits are still (usually)
green, or if you prefer, when the fruit has
progressed to its final colour – red, yellow,
orange, depending on the variety. Picking
green peppers will increase the yield, less
so if you leave to fully mature into their
final colour. Clipping peppers off with a
pair of snips or scissors is the easiest way
to gather them – in this way you don’t pull
on the main stem of the plant itself.

If you have a glut of peppers, they can
be frozen for use in the winter months and
early spring. All you need to do is wash
them, dry them and then pop them in a
freezer bag.

You can harvest peppers early before they
are fully mature or when they are ripe
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So Ben, how long have you been interested in
growing your own veg and when did you have
your first veg patch?
Since I was a young boy growing up spending
time in the garden with my nan, who was born
deaf; she only grew flowers but that was enough
to make me fall in love with gardening. The
journey of The Young Grower started three years
ago when I finally got my own garden. I decided
to make it my own after years of dreaming of
having my own space to design and grow in, and
thought I would document all this on Facebook
as a journal.

I also entered a local garden competition
with my edible kitchen garden and came first
in Devon. This made me want to go bigger
and better so I applied for an allotment with
my family. One year on we have two plots and
my love for growing has turned into Urban
Allotment Farming, and my social media has
grown so much it all seems like a dream.

This month we visit Ben Thornton, better known as YouTuber The Young
Grower. Despite health problems Ben tends to plots in South Devon and at
25 is among a new generation of young gardeners taking up the trowel

➤

A lovely summer harvest!
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eneration more interested in growing their
. There is a stigma attached to allotment
rdening that it’s an old man thing to do
when that’s far from the truth. The good
thing about having social media is that I
can reach people that wouldn’t normally
buy a gardening magazine, opening their
eyes to a world they didn’t know about,
especially no-dig and how easy it is to
grow organic fresh produce.

Heritage veg is a passion for you. Why
do you love to grow heirloom varieties

and what are your favourites?
Now you have started something as I
uld just go on and on about heritage/
oom varieties. Hearing the stories of how
have been saved for 200 years and passed
through the generations, or that someone
ered pea seeds in Tutankhamun’s tomb.

The stories just get better and better and I
really feel like I’m growing living history and
connecting with nature, as well as trying to help
preserve these great varieties before they are lost
for ever. Plus I’m a big history buff.

How do you modify your growing methods to
help you cope with your health problems?
It’s all down to planning and adapting to
what suits your needs best. For me, raised-bed
gardening is the big must and wood-chipped
paths as this allows me to be on my knees to
garden without getting covered in mud and
allowing me to garden without bending over.
The raised beds are distanced just enough apart
so I can use a piece of wood as a seat.

I also use no-dig methods on all my raised
beds, covering with organic matter to stop the
weeds; last year I only had to weed a handful
of times with this method. I like to find
minimalistic ways of doing things but I do still
have to rely on friends and family when I need
help with manual labour or larger projects.

Do you have any tips for other readers who
may be dealing with similar problems?
Planning is the key to success in my opinion – I
would not have had a successful first season if I did
not do some research into crops I wanted to grow.
Don’t go by what one person says – read different
books, watch different videos on YouTube an
use a bit from each person that suits your way
growing. I personally like to use ideas/knowle
from a wide range of growers that will suit my
growing conditions best and it has paid off. S
my one tip is to plan and research.

You are known as The Young Grower
on Facebook and Instagram. Do
you think that interest in allotment
gardening is growing with younger
people? Any ways they could be
encouraged to have a go?
I would like to say yes but not as much
as I would like. I have followers of all
ages, but I do wish there were more young
people getting involved with allotments
and growing. I think encouraging and talkin
more in schools would go a long way to get

Ben has turned the plot
aroun in a very short time

Raised beds help Ben cope with mobility problems. A plank across two beds makes a seat

Rainbow chard adds colour
to this raised bed
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He is careful to plan and
research before starting a

new crop or project
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MEET THE BLOGGER

You have a popular Facebook and Instagram
page. How do you feel social media helps you?
Social media has been my biggest source of
information/learning, especially Facebook, as I
can reach thousands of people with one post,
getting first-hand knowledge and tips from
growers around the world. It also allows me to
connect and become friends with other social
media gardeners like HuwsNursery, Erica’s
Little Welsh Garden, Dean’s Lost The Plot and
many others.

Growing and sharing that on social media
has given my life a purpose, as well as helping
with my depression and other health problems
– knowing even on a bad day I can inspire
someone to do something different is a feeling I
can’t describe.

Any tips for others who might be thinking of
setting up their own social media pages?
I would say just do it! Everyone’s journey is
different and people want to see the different
ways of doing things. Just remember to have
fun along the way and do things the way
you want, not how others want you to do it.
Don’t be afraid to mess up – we all have to start
somewhere; I personally learn best from
making mistakes.

Do you have a favourite veg or flower to grow?
My grandad gave me a small plant of passion
flower that he grew in his garden when I was
about eight years old. It’s still going strong in the
back garden at my mum’s house and every time I
see the flower it takes me back to getting my first
plant, but second would be calendula.

Sweetcorn and leeks are two veg I would
have with every meal if I could, but my favourite
to grow would have to be tomatoes, potatoes
and onions. You can get a huge crop from
one tomato or potato plant if you feed
them correctly.

Are there any fruit or veggies you have yet to
try that you’d like to give a go this year?
I have a very long list of heirloom varieties to
try this year, but here are some of the ones I’m
looking forward to the most:
■ Kadjari Melon is at the top of my must-grow
list. I got my seeds from Baker’s Creek Heirloom
Seeds in America so it is going to be interesting

to see if I can get them to grow in our climate.
■ Carrot ‘Black Nebula’– it is one of the darkest
carrots available and high in anthocyanins.
■ Boston Marrow Squash – an old variety of
winter squash introduced in 1831.
■ ‘Amish Paste’ vine tomato – a giant plum
tomato with fruit weighing up to 1lb from the
Amish community.
■ A mixture of heritage potatoes all with
different colours (pink, black, purple).
■ I have also been given some giant veg seeds
from a follower to have a play around with
this year.

If money was no object, what would you do to
improve your plot?
I would buy my own land to start a smallholding
if money was no object, as my dream is for my
own farm or smallholding, but if it was just for

Beans, sweetcorn, strawberries
and cosmos enjoy the summer sun

Ben likes to grow a range of squashes and has
added some more varieties this year

Leeks are among Ben’s favourite crops

Ben does have lots of space to garden under cover, but if money were no object would have a
greenhouse with better accessibility

making mistakes.

B lik t f h d h B d

T THE BLOGGER

A good crop of colourful borlotti beans for drying

➤
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well as completing its own little ecosystem
and giving me an abundance of organically
grown produce. In my opinion if you’re
going to grow your own veg, you should
grow it better than you can ever buy it in a

shop, so for me organically is the only way. ■

HY NOT FOLLOW BEN?
can follow Ben’s allotment
ney on Facebook and
agram. Just search for
Young Grower.

the allotment, I would invest in a bigger walk-in
greenhouse that is easily accessible, meeting my
growing needs, as well as more disabled-friendly
raised beds, growing equipment and tools.

What are you especially looking forward to
doing this season?
I have hatched and hand-reared my own
chicks and can’t wait to share this new journey
with my followers – we have videos and photos
going up daily and I’ll be finishing off the
chicken orchard.

I have lots of new heirloom varieties to
but I’m mainly looking forward to expan
my knowledge to share with others, becom
step closer to being self-sufficient and cre
some amazing memories along the way.

I also hope to become more self-
sufficient by making soap, skin creams,
herbal remedies, jams, sauces, brewing
and discovering great ways to cook
organically produced food from our
Urban Allotment Farm.

Why do you choose to grow
organically?
I believe working with nature instead
of against it is the best way to grow. My
first year at home I used chemicals, killing
everything and having a rubbish crop, so I
decide to take a natural approach to grow
trying to be as organic as possible. Doing
allowed nature to come in and share my p
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Ben’s hand-reared flock was a
new project this year

A good winter haul!

Ben grows his potatoes
in containers
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higher parts of taller hedges. There was a slight
squeak when extending the handles but this was
easily cured by adding a little grease.

VERDICT
It’s probably not one for heavy-duty maintenance
of long hedges but excellent for trimming young
growth on less extensive hedging or for shaping
bushes and shrubs. The shears were light to use,
easily extendable and I was very impressed with
the sharpness of the blades.

I’m lucky enough to have hedges around
my garden – lots of them. It’s both a
blessing and a curse. The good bit is that
they provide a lovely home for nesting

birds, they stand up to the ravaging winds that
we seem to get here in Lincolnshire and the
hawthorn blossom in spring is just gorgeous. On
the downside, they do need trimming and good
tools are essential, whether you are just trimming
back a few small garden hedges or you have
something more substantial to manage.

K-900Z ARS TELESCOPIC
SHEARS
These K-900Z ARS telescopic shears have a
length ranging from 72-105cm (28-41in), a
blade length of 15cm (6in) and a weight of

980g (34½oz). The blades are made from high
carbon steel and have been thermally treated
to enhance their hardness. Each blade has a
chemical nickelled surface finish which will
offer protection from plant resin, staining and
rust. The dial centre nut system means you can
cut to the full length of the blades, which have
a maximum cut diameter of 6mm (¼in). It has
two inner shock absorbers on the inside of the
handles to take any vibration out of the cutting
process. With the telescopic grips it’s just a
matter of pressing the button on the inside of
each one and sliding the handles down to extend
or shorten the overall length of the shears.

AND SO TO WORK
The blades are the first thing to comment on.
They are very sharp and cut through stems
effortlessly, though you do need to bear in
mind that the maximum cut diameter is of
6mm (¼in). The chemical nickelled surface
of the blades also looked like it would give the
promised protection against staining and rust.
When cutting, the shock absorbers took out
any vibration that there otherwise would have
been. The telescopic handles were easy to extend
through the simple pressing of a button at the
end of each handle and clicked into the three
available slots crisply. Extending to 105cm
(41in), there’s plenty of scope for reaching

Shear beauty
If you’re looking to trim the hedges in your garden
or around your veg patch, here are two different
products Tony Flanagan has been putting to the test

S b

■ PRICE: £81.29
For more information on these K-900Z
shears and other ARS products, visit:
www.sorbus-intl.co.uk/tools/ars-range

The carbon steel blades are thermally treated

These shears are great for shaping and trimming

Note that the

RSPB recommends

not cutting hedges and

trees between March

and August so as

not to disturb

nesting birds.
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To cut taller hedges you will need
ladders but these days there are many
hedge trimmers on the market that
are designed to make life simpler. You

can opt for petrol trimmers, electric (corded)
ones or ones like this 24v battery operated
Greenworks’ Long Reach Hedge Trimmer.
When purchasing battery-operated products you
often need to purchase the battery and charger
separately, which can bump up the cost, but
these can also be used with other products from
the same company.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
This hedge trimmer has dual action steel blades
with 17mm between the teeth and a maximum
cutting speed of 2800CPM (Cycles Per Minute).
It has a cutting length of 51cm/20in and a
trimmer head with a 125-degree pivoting range
and seven locking positions. The shaft extends
to 2m (6½ft) and has a rubber cushioned grip.
The overall weight is 2.6kg. Note that the 24v
lithium battery (up to 35 minutes’ runtime) and
charger need to be purchased separately.

IN ACTION
The two parts of the main shaft fit together
securely with a screw-on connector, though this
needs a little strength to tighten fully. The seven
head positions lock into place securely, giving you
the angles you need for horizontal, vertical and
angled cutting. Though the head seemed a little
weighty, it was easy to change its angle by pushing
on the button conveniently situated on top of the
head. The blades are sharp, of a very good length
and they cut through stems with ease. Noise was
moderate when operating the hedge trimmer and
there was no sense of vibration on the handle when
cutting. The trigger has a safety lock, so starting up
the machine is safe from curious little fingers. This
hedge trimmer gives you plenty of height and I was
able to cut the top of the taller hedges that stand at
about 2.5-2.75m (8-9ft), though it also works well
down the side of hedges too. The battery is light
and slides in easily.

VERDICT
A robust piece of equipment with very effective
cutting action. Suitable for trimming long
hedges and/or taller hedges in particular.

The long andg
short of it

The battery is light and slots in relatively easily

Dual action blades with a cutting length of
51cm/20in work very efficiently

p y

■ PRICE GUIDE:
The product with a 2Ah Battery &
Standard Charger has an RRP of £179.99
Tool only has an RRP of £99.99

For more information on this Long Reach
Hedge Trimmer and other Greenworks’
products, visit: www.greenworkstools.co.uk.
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This isn’t a hardy crop so early sowings made
earlier in the season will benefit from covering
with a cloche or fleece, and late crops may need
similar before harvest to keep the leaves in
good condition.

AFTERCARE
Water regularly as dry roots can lead to bolting
(premature flowering). Moist soil also deters one
of the main pests of the seedlings – flea beetles
– which nibble tiny holes in the leaves and can
make them useless for eating.

Once your seedlings have two or three true
leaves (not counting seed leaves) they can be
planted out 30-35cm (12-14in) apart in a
sheltered spot in fertile soil. Shade for part
of the day in summer can reduce bolting.

We start with a group of veg, collectively called
oriental vegetables, which sown now will grow
quickly in warm summer conditions and are very
tasty indeed. Most oriental veggies belong to the
cabbage (brassica) family so if possible should be
planted with brassicas in your crop rotation to
reduce pest and disease problems. However, most
pests can be kept at bay with some fine netting
stretched over a simple framework of canes.

CHINESE CABBAGE
Chinese cabbage (see main picture) is packed
with vitamins and other nutrients and provides
you with wonderful large crunchy heads which,
depending on the variety, can be firm like a

cabbage or loose, like a lettuce. They are perfect as
a cabbage substitute or for salads and stir-fries and
are a staple ingredient in many Asian dishes too.

HOW TO SOW
You can sow your seeds in cell or seed trays or
direct outside in the ground. If you opt for trays,
fill with any good multi-purpose compost and if
sowing in cells sow two seeds per cell, thinning
to the strongest seedling later. If in seed trays,
prick out (move on) into cell trays when large
enough to handle and grow on.

When sowing in trays or direct into the soil
sow 13mm (½in) deep and outside allow 30cm
(12in) between rows. Sow thinly and in short
rows every two to three weeks for a succession
of cropping.

Wondering what to sow now, or maybe you fancy trying
something different? KG editor Steve Ott offers some ideas for
easy, nutritious crops you can start in July and August
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In rare cases if your soil is acidic, you may need
to add lime to raise the levels prior to planting to
discourage club root disease. If you suspect that
your soil does need some lime first, test it with a
simple kit available from your garden centre or
online and this will tell you how much, if any,
to add.

If sown direct into the soil, thin rows
gradually, eating the thinnings in salads or
stir-fries and aiming for your remaining plants
to be 30-35cm (10-12in) apart.

SOWING TO HARVEST
Can be ready in as little as six to seven weeks in
summer or even quicker if grown as salad leaves.

HARVESTING
Cut heads, leaving a stump in the ground which
often re-shoots to give a small crop of salad
leaves. Store in the fridge for up to a week.

FAVOURITE VARIETY
‘Wong Bok’: A reliable variety producing large,
heavy heads.

➤

Mizuna, mibuna, rocket and mustards are
commonly included in supermarket pillow packs
and in salad leaf seed mixtures, and each brings
its own flavour to a meal. All can be purchased
and sown separately and are fast-growing, ideally
harvested young for the best flavour – mustards
particularly as they can become unpleasantly hot
as they mature.

Tatsoi greens and komatsuma are similar in
appearance to pak choi, which we featured in the
last issue. Komatsuma has a similarly pleasant
mild flavour and crunchy texture too, whereas
tatsoi as a mustard has a stronger taste. Both
these and mizuna and mibuna can be grown in
similar ways. Sow thinly in rows or, as with all
the other oriental veggies, in pots or trays for use
as a cut-and-come-again crop, simply snipping
the required number of leaves from the plants
with scissors, taking care not to damage the
growing tip. Tatsoi retains its crunchiness after
cooking so is popular in soups.

All the above will be ready in four to six weeks
from sowing.

For the tightest heads
on heading types, tie

the leaves loosely with
soft string.

Sow oriental veg in
containers or in short
rows outside every

two or three weeks for
successive pickings.

Kamatsuma or Japanese greens

Tatsoi greens add a hint of mustard and remain
crunchy on cooking

Mizuna seedlings sown in pots
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CROPS TO GROW NOW

BEETING THE DRUM
So we all know beetroot, the popular summer
favourite for salads, pickling or even cakes, but
don’t forget to make a last sowing in July and
early August. They add colour to the plot and
your plate and are packed with antioxidants
which can help keep our bodies healthy. There
are some great varieties both old and new – of
the old we love ‘Bull’s Blood’ and ‘Boltardy’, the
new ‘Pablo F1’ – but the choice is enormous.

HOW TO SOW
The corky seeds or clusters are easy to handle
and each will usually produce two or more
seedlings. You can sow direct into the ground
at this time of year, 13mm (½in) deep in rows
30cm (12in) apart. Water well and the seedlings
should emerge within 12-14 days. You can
also sow in cell trays in groups of three ‘seeds’
(multi-sowing) to produce sweet and delicious
ping-pong ball-sized roots.

AFTERCARE
Thin the seedlings once large enough to handle,
using the thinnings in your salads. Thin to 5cm
(2in) apart for smaller roots and 10cm (4in)
for larger ones. Continue to water during dry
spells and pull up or hoe off any weeds as they
appear. Plant your multi-sown plugs out 15cm
(6in) apart.

SOWING TO HARVEST
Allow about 12 weeks.

HARVESTING
Lift the roots with a hand fork, taking care not
to damage them and twist off the leaves, leaving
a few inches intact above the root. Wash and
boil until tender.

There are several crops you can be starting now
which will help to feed the family early next year
when there is little else available until spring
sowings get started. These include Swiss chard
(perpetual spinach) and rainbow chard (see KG
July 2020 issue). Great value plants, sown now
these hardy crowd-pleasers will crop all next
year, overwinter and then give a final harvest in
the following spring before going to seed.

Bulb onions are an essential ingredient of so
many dishes and they too can be sown now for
harvesting next year. Again it is important to
choose the right variety such as ‘Senshyu Yellow’.
Alternatively, you can wait till next month and
grow your onions from sets. ■

‘Pablo F1’ is a good modern variety
Beetroot ‘Bull’s Blood’ is primarily grown for its
deep red leaves, but produces nice roots too

There are many crops including those above
that can be sown at intervals throughout the
growing season from March to September.
However, in milder areas and the south of
the UK there are some which many gardeners
traditionally sow only once each year that can
nonetheless benefit from being sown early
and again in July/early August to extend the
harvests. In the north the same trick may
work in a polytunnel.

Dwarf French and runner beans can be
sown in July to produce a smaller late crop
just when spring-sown plants may be getting
tired and less productive. With the soil good
and warm they can be sown direct or you can

Swiss chard is
easy to grow

Beans can be sown in July for
a late crop in the south

Dwarf beans produce masses
of pods on compact plants

Modern pea varieties often
have resistance to mildew

sow in trays and plant out the dwarf beans in
convenient gaps vacated by other crops.

Peas sown earlier in the season generally
start to suffer from a disease called powdery
mildew in late summer and this puts an end
to their cropping. A new batch, again sown
in July, can be used to replace them and to
extend the picking season. It is important here
to select the variety carefully using a modern
disease-resistant type such as ‘Terrain’ or
‘Pacco’ (T&M).

■ Rob Smith will be offering advice on
second cropping potatoes in next month’s
issue so don’t miss it.

Beetroot leaves are also very
tasty and nutritious. If you

don’t have room for a row or
have seeds left over in the

packet, grow them
as microgreens or
a salad leaf crop.
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thoroughly when parts of the tray start to dry
out. Germination can take as little as 10 days to
21 days or more depending on the time of year,
so be patient with them.

Outside, maintain watering and if you are
sowing early in the season, covering with a
cloche will help to protect the plants and keep
the leaves in good condition for eating.

In the soil, thin your seedlings in stages
to 25cm (10in) apart, using the thinnings in
cooking and when thinning try not to disturb
the remaining plants. In trays, thin to one plant
per cell as soon as the plants are large enough
to handle.

GROWING ON
Harden off plants started inside for a week to
acclimatise them to life in the garden and
plant out into their final positions
in well-drained soil, taking care
not to disturb the roots any
more than necessary.

Water in well and
maintain watering until the
plants are established and
during dry spells. Mulching
can help to retain moisture
around the roots and, again,
reduce the likelihood of bolting.

If allowed to bloom, chervil will

Chervil
Chervil is a useful herb with fine, feathery leaves and subtle
flavours, much loved by chefs. There is still plenty of time to
sow some on your plot, says KG editor Steve Ott

Chervil is a delicate plant with deeply
cut leaves and small, pretty umbels of
white flowers, which are much loved
by pollinating insects. It looks a little

like a small version of cow parsley or of the herb
parsley (one of its common names is French
parsley) and indeed it is related to these.

Chervil is a biennial plant, growing one
year to flower the next, but is often treated as
an annual. It thrives in pots as well as in the
ground, but is prone to bolting (running to seed
early) if it becomes too hot or dry so it’s a good
idea to place your container in a shady, cool
spot or to sow in a shady position in the soil –
perhaps in the shade cast by taller crops such as
runner beans – and to water well.

SOWING
Sow from March to August, although it can
be sown at any time for use as a salad leaf. Sow
13mm (½in) deep in drills (straight depressions
in the soil) or two seeds per cell in cell trays.
In trays cover with some sieved compost or
vermiculite and keep in a cool, shady place, not
in a hot greenhouse or polytunnel. Water well
and cover the trays with a propagator lid or
polythene bag.

Avoid sowing in hot weather, but early in
the year a heated propagator set to around
21C (70F) is ideal to get things started. Water

often self seed around the garden so you may
wish to remove the flowers by shearing over
the plants as they appear. However if some of
the plants are allowed to set seeds you can leave
them to grow where they will.

USES
Chervil has a subtle taste, which is a blend of
anise, mint and parsley. It is best added to dishes
either fresh or dried at the end of cooking as the
flavour tends to be lost if it is overcooked.

It is one of the principal ingredients in fines
herbes, along with parsley, chives and tarragon.
Try it with egg, chicken, fish/seafood dishes,
soups and sauces, as well as chopped in salads.
It can be frozen in ice cubes and dropped into
dishes as required or used to make herb butter.

Leaves can be picked fresh and dried slowly in
a cool oven or dehydrator. However, in all

but the coldest winters and with regular
sowing, it should be possible to keep

it growing all year round under
cover and to pick it fresh.

WATCH OUT FOR
Greenfly may cause distortion and
discolouration as they feed. Control

as necessary, either by washing them
off with a strong jet of water or spraying

with a suitable insecticide.

You can raise seedlings in regular
small batches in seed trays

The flowers are attractive
to pollinators
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Warmth-loving tomatoes are
enjoying the sunny days of
August, growing enthusiastically
in my polytunnel and outside

at the allotment. Blight (Phytophthora infestans)
can be a problem, especially if the weather
turns damp because blight spores thrive in
warm, wet conditions. Protect tomatoes grown
under cover in greenhouses and polytunnels
with careful watering of the ground only,
making sure to keep the leaves dry (don’t use
overhead sprinklers).

Removing lower growing leaves is beneficial,
as is ensuring there is good ventilation by
removing sideshoots and any trusses that have
finished fruiting. If the tell-tale signs of blight
do appear on your plants, cutting off the
affected parts will enable the tomatoes to
survive a bit longer. It is fine to eat tomatoes
from blight-affected plants, although they may
not store well.

Outside it is more difficult to protect
tomatoes from blight, so I usually grow earlier
fruiting or blight-resistant varieties.

NEW PLANTS FROM
SIDESHOOTS
August 11 is a key date in my diary because it is
around this time that I remove the growing tips
from the tomatoes. This encourages the plants
to put their energy into ripening existing fruit,
rather than producing more flowers. It may
still be gorgeously summery, but the days are
gradually getting shorter and in a few weeks the
nights will be cooling down.

Tomato talk
Stephanie Hafferty is tending to her tomatoes, with tips on preventing the risk
of blight, growing new plants from pinched-out sideshoots and preserving her
produce. She also shares a couple of mouthwatering recipes
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Removing a sideshoot
This sideshoot

has now rooted
Tomato sideshoots

growing in pots

Did you know that you can grow new tomato
plants from sideshoots? Saving tomato seed
from open-pollinated varieties is reasonably
easy, but it is not possible to do this with F1
hybrids which are unlikely to produce offspring
resembling the parent plant. Instead I grow new
plants from their sideshoots and overwinter
them, especially the tomato ‘Rosada’, which we
love and is no longer available to buy. These
young tomato plants need to be protected
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STEPH’S DIARY

from the cold, so in the autumn I bring them
indoors to overwinter on a windowsill in
my house.

To save the sideshoots, remove from the
plant and place in a jar of water. If you’re
doing this from several different varieties,
have one labelled jar for each. When the
shoots produce roots, pot them on. They
will droop a bit but once their root systems
are established in the compost, they will
perk up and produce healthy growth. Keep
the plants small, around 30cm (12in) tall by
pinching out. This makes it easier to care for
them over the winter.

You can also do this earlier in the summer to
make more plants that will fruit the same year.

PRESERVING
Harvests are incredibly abundant, so my
thoughts are turning to preserving. I make
chutney, jams, sauces and bottle the tomatoes.
Freeze cherry tomatoes whole for winter use:
they can be simply popped into soups and stews
for a rich tomato flavour.

One of my favourite ways of preserving

tomatoes is to dehydrate them. They are such
a treat during the cooler months and so easy to
store. Our climate is not ideal for sun drying,
so an electric dehydrator is an ideal alternative.
Slice the tomatoes 2-3mm thin and arrange on
the drying racks. Dehydrate according to the
manufacturer’s instructions, until dry and crispy
to the touch. Once cool, store in clean dry glass
jars. Use some to make tomato powder. ➤

This richly flavoured soup makes the most
of two late summer gluts in my garden:
aubergines and tomatoes. I grow around
15 different varieties of aubergine! Use
any kind of aubergine or tomato in this
recipe. The colour will be different if
you’re using green or yellow varieties, but
will still taste good.
This soup freezes well, so I usually double
or triple the quantities for winter meals.

TIP: to make the most of the hot oven,
I always add extra trays of roasting
summer vegetables (including courgette,
summer squash, turnips, radish) – useful
to have on hand in the fridge for salads
and sandwiches, to freeze for winter use,
or to make the roast tomato hummus.

■ 400g/14oz tomatoes
■ 400g/14oz aubergines
■ 150g/5oz onions
■ 500ml/17½fl oz water or stock
■ 1 whole bulb of garlic
■ 3 tbsp tahini
■ Juice of 1 lemon
■ ½ tsp cayenne
■ ½ tsp ground cumin
■ 1 tsp smoked paprika
■ Olive oil (or other light oil)
■ Fresh basil, fresh tarragon or parsley,
finely chopped
■ Salt and pepper to taste

1. Preheat the oven to 180C fan
(200C/400F/gas mark 6).

2. Dice the aubergines, onions and
tomatoes into bite-sized pieces. Spread
on an oven tray with the whole garlic bulb
and drizzle with olive oil.

3. Roast for 20-25 minutes until cooked,
turning halfway to avoid sticking. Remove
from the oven and place the garlic bulb to
one side to cool. Scrape the vegetables
into a large soup pan and pour over the
water or stock and add the spices.
Season with salt and pepper. Bring to the
boil, then reduce the heat and simmer for
10 minutes.

4. Add the tahini, lemon juice and
squeeze out the roasted garlic into the
pan (the garlic should be cool enough
to handle now). Simmer for another 10
minutes, stirring occasionally.

5. Remove from the heat, taste and adjust
seasoning as desired then sprinkle with
the fresh herbs before serving. For a
smooth soup, puree in a food processor
or with a hand blender before serving.

Stephanie busy making
summer dishes

Dehydrated tomatoes

Preparing tomatoes
for dehydrating

Delicious soup
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Lettuce, spinach, Florence fennel, kale,
chicories, beetroot, rocket, pak choi,
Chinese cabbage, spinach, kale, endive,
chicory, edible marigolds, spring and
bunching onions, beetroot, chervil, dill,
parsley, celery leaf, coriander, land cress,
tatsoi, Japanese greens, wasabi rocket,
orach, celtuce, mispoona, mustards. ■

Aubergines, tomatoes, melons, cucumbers,
French beans, courgettes, greengages,
cherries, Florence fennel, sweetcorn, salad
leaves, herbs, French beans, beetroot,
potatoes, runner beans, chard, courgettes
and summer squash, radishes, salad onions,
and fruit: strawberries, blackcurrants,
blackberries, cherries.

Roasting the tomatoes with onions and
garlic adds a depth of flavour to this
delicious hummus recipe. It’s really tasty
in a wrap with some roasted
vegetables and fresh salad
leaves from the garden –
for a gluten-free version,
use a large lettuce leaf
as a wrap. Hummus is
excellent on hot chips
and also freezes well.

■ 200g/7oz tomatoes, cut into quarters
■ 1 bulb garlic
■ 200g/7oz red or white onions, sliced
■ 330g/11½oz cooked chickpeas
■ Chickpea cooking liquid, or liquid from
the can, or water
■ 4tsp tahini
■ Juice of 1 lemon
■ 1 tsp ground cumin
■ 1 tsp ground coriander
■ Salt and pepper to taste
■ Olive oil (or other light oil)
■ 2 tbsp chopped fresh basil, coriander
or parsley

1. Preheat the oven to 180C fan
(200C/400F/gas mark 6).

2. Place the onions, tomatoes and garlic
bulb into the oven, drizzle with oil and
roast for 20-25 minutes until cooked.
Remove from oven and leave to cool.

3. Meanwhile, place the chickpeas, spices,
lemon juice, tahini, herbs and seasonings
in a food processor. When the vegetables
are cool, scrape into the food processor,
including all of the juices. Peel and add
the roasted garlic (or squeeze it out).

4. Purée, gradually adding the chickpea
liquid (or water) until the hummus is your
desired consistency.

Tomato hummus

330g cooked
chickpeas is

equivalent to
one 400g tin of

chickpeas.

Tomato powder is simple to make, and so
versatile in the kitchen. Add to sauces, soups
and stews or to shop-bought tinned tomatoes
for a fantastic depth of flavour.

■ Place the dried tomatoes in a food
processor and blend until fully ground. Store in
clean, dry glass jars.

■ Dried tomatoes and tomato powder should
last a year or more, if stored somewhere cool
and dry, out of direct sunlight. Mix 50/50 with
sea salt for tomato salt (this condiment makes
a lovely gift too).

Preserving tomatoes

Steph’s tomato powder
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WATERING WISELY

Watering the garden can be a
time-consuming occupation in
the summer, especially if you
have a lot of crops in pots or in

a greenhouse or polytunnel. Water is a valuable
resource and we need to conserve it as much
as we can and there are lots of techniques and
products out there to help the gardener keep
their plots watered in a very efficient way.

Firstly, let’s look at reducing mains water
usage and saving rainwater.

➤

IBC containers hold a
lot of water and are
ideal for allotment
watering

■ WATER BUTTS: If it is possible to install
water butts, then take advantage of nature’s
plentiful rainfall. You can buy kits to link water
butts up so you can have several and be self-
sufficient in your water supplies with no need
to use a tap. On allotments, if you have a shed
or greenhouse, you could collect water or you
could create a simple frame with an angled
roof to direct water into a butt. To collect a lot
of water invest in IBC containers (Intermediate
Bulk Containers) and link them up.

■ One tip for collecting water is to take an old
dustbin and turn the lid upside down on top
and put a hole in the centre. This will collect a
little rainwater. You could lift the bin on bricks
and put a tap in the bottom to draw off water.

■ Sprinklers are fine if used correctly. They
do, however, tend to deposit a lot of water
where it is not needed. One of the worst
things you can do is water your garden with a
sprinkler in the middle of the day for a short
period of time every day. If you feel you need
to use a sprinkler then it is better to turn it on
early mornings or late evenings when the sun
will not evaporate water so quickly. Or even

set it on a timer so it comes on at night. The
sprinkler is also best left on for a longer period
to really soak the ground and then not turned
on again for several days.

■ In spring, before the ground dries out, apply
mulches of Strulch (www.strulch.co.uk) or
composted bark around the base of fruit trees
in pots or in the ground to help prevent water
loss by evaporation from the soil.

■ When watering containers, especially those
that have dried out, dig into the surface a little
with a trowel and dribble a little water over
the surface of the compost and move on to
another pot then return and add a bit more.
It will soak in better this way.

STAGES OF WATERING…

■ SEED SOWING: Water the seed drill before
sowing to get a good depth of moisture below
the seeds to get them off to a good start.
Leave off the watering can rose at this stage.
Then fit a fine rose to the watering can and
sprinkle over the top of the drill.

■ POST-SEED SOWING: A couple of days
after sowing, if there has been no rain, water
along the row to keep the soil moist to supply
the seed and also prevent a hard cap of soil
over the seeds. Continue to do this every two
or three days if no rainfall occurs.

■ SEEDLING STAGE: When the seedlings are
small, up to about 7.5cm (3in), they may need
a little dribble of water along the base of the
plants in dry weather. Simply remove the rose
from the watering can and then gently dribble
water at the side (not on top) of the plants.
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Most established fruit grown in the
ground will rarely require watering. The
extensive root system will draw water
from deep in the soil. However, newly
planted fruit trees and shrubs may need a
bit of help in their first summer if planted
in the previous winter and if the summer
is a dry one. An occasional bucketful of
water around the base will help.

Container-grown fruit will need
watering and this is either by hand every
few days in summer or you could use an
irrigation system such as a micro irrigation
system (see greenhouse section, right).
A nozzle can be pegged into each pot.

■ PLANTING-OUT STAGE: If you have started
veg plants in cell trays or pots and are planting
into bigger pots or into the ground, you need
to water them in well at planting time. In the
ground dig a hole, water it and let it soak in.
Place the root ball in the hole and water gently
again before pulling back dry soil over the root
ball. Gently firm in. You could give a little water
again after planting. If it is dry for a few days
after planting, do give a good water as the
root ball may dry out before the roots have had
chance to grow into the neighbouring soil.
■ MATURE PLANTS: As the crops grow,
watering may not be necessary if there is
occasional rain. This encourages the plants to
put down deep roots. Deep roots will enable
the plants to survive better in drier weather.
Deep roots will also access nutrients better.
In most normal years the British weather
will provide enough moisture. There are
exceptions to this. In a drought situation you
may need to give an occasional watering.
Some crops will benefit from watering at
certain stages in their maturity. Potatoes are
one. As soon as flower buds start to appear
the tubers will be forming and swelling and
now good soil moisture is critical. Garlic is
a crop that requires plenty of water in early
spring so may need watering if rainfall is low.
Celery and celeriac are crops that like plenty
of soil moisture too.

■ FLOWERING CROPS: Some crops, when
they start to flower and form fruit, need plenty
of moisture at the roots. If there is a drought
at flowering time, it can sometimes cause the
flowers to abort or affect the ultimate fruit
size. In dry weather you may need to water
crops such as squashes, tomatoes, and others.

Squashes benefit from watering in dry
weather when they start flowering.
A pipe buried when the plants were put
in directs water to the roots.

■ OUTDOOR CONTAINERS AND
RAISED BEDS: Containers will need
watering more often than crops growing
in the ground. The size of the container
and amount of crop in it will affect how
quickly the soil dries out. Raised beds
may also need watering a bit more often
than the ground depending on how good
the drainage is. Dig into the soil with your
hand and if dry 5-7.5cm (2-3in) down,
water the beds.

Any soil in greenhouses and polytunnels dries
out rapidly. If crops are in pots and growing
bags it is not unusual to have to water them
twice a day. If you can set up a watering
system in your structure, it will help immensely.
If you lead a busy life then a watering system
of some sort is a must for these structures. It is
well worth the investment.

WATER BUTT TO SOAKER
HOSE SET-UP

1This is a 250gal water butt. As you can
see in the far right of the picture, it is

fed from water off the polytunnel roof. It
is possible to fix a gutter to the side of a
polytunnel to capture water off the roof.
See YouTube for ideas or you can buy kits
from some polytunnel manufacturers.
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WATERING WISELY

2Inside the water butt is a
Hozelock pump (Flowmax

Collect 2200, www.hozelock.com)
which connects to the hose that
then goes to a two-way valve
fixed in the polytunnel. This can
turn the water on and direct
it either to the soaker hose or
switch it to the hosepipe if you
want to water by hand.

3As an optional extra you
could add a timer. This one

is electric and can be set to
automatically turn the valve on
to release water through the
soaker hose. Do be careful with
your timings as you could end
up emptying your water butt.
You can also get timers that do
not need an electrical supply.

4A short piece of pipe then connects into the soaker hose.
This is a porous pipe, releasing water through its surface

as it winds across the polytunnel beds. The soaker hose is
also known as a seep hose, or a trade name to look out for
is Leaky Pipe. This is a obviously a great system for keeping
the polytunnel soil moist. Soaker hoses are an efficient way to
direct water to the plant roots. A water butt means you are
saving water but if this is not an option you could operate
off a tap.

The above idea does require electrical supply to the
tunnel but there are solar alternatives which lift water from
a water butt to water your crops. You can also water the
crops overhead if you buy irrigation pipework and sprinklers
specifically for the job from polytunnel companies.

CONTAINER
WATERING
If you have growing bags or pots
of plants in the greenhouse or
even on a patio there are many
methods to keep them watered.

CAPILLARY MATTING:
This is ideal for small pots of
seedlings on a bench. The
capillary matting is placed
on the bench or in a tray
preferably and the materials
thoroughly wet first, then
the pots are placed on
the matting. Some of the
matting can be draped into
a container of water which
draws up more water as the
mat dries out or the pots
draw on the water.

GROWING BAG
IRRIGATION: You can
buy simple growing bag
watering systems. They
consist of a bag to hold
water with an irrigation pipe
running off to the growing
bags or pots (see picture
above. www.twowests.
co.uk). Another version from
Greenhouse Sensation (www.
greenhousesensation.co.uk)
is a set up (Growing Bag
Click & Drip) that uses a small
water butt and pipework
that leads to nozzles in the
growing bags. You can also
add a timer that is battery
operated and can be set to
water your growing bags
when you wish.

SELF-WATERING POTS: There are many
special growing containers that have
inbuilt reservoirs to aid watering the
plants. Greenhouse Sensation sells the
Quadgrow (pictured) which is four pots
that sit above a water container and water
is drawn up to the compost in the pots
via special FeederMats. You keep the
reservoir filled up with water and the
system does the rest.

MICRO IRRIGATION KITS: These fix to a
tap or water butt and small pipes lead off
to nozzles or spray heads that water your
plants. These are ideal in a greenhouse
if you put a nozzle in each container or
growing bag. You can buy all the parts
separately and make up your own system.
Add a timer at the tap end and you can
even go away on holiday knowing your
plants are watered.

TROPF-BLUMAT IRRIGATION: This is
the Rolls Royce of irrigation. The special
ceramic probes are placed in each pot you
wish to water. Small pipework comes off
each probe run into a main hosepipe that
attaches to your tap or water butt. The
beauty of this system is each probe works
independently. So each pot will only be
watered when it is needed, unlike other
systems that water all of the pots at the
same time. ■
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CALENDULA

Also known as marigold, pot
marigold, or common marigold,
calendula is a popular annual flower
in many gardens for an instant pop

of orange colour. I do think it can sometimes be
a little under-appreciated though and here’s why.

Calendula is the wonder plant! It’s easy to
grow, looks beautiful, protects your delicious
vegetables and is highly valued for its vibrant,
restorative powers. Oh, and let’s not forget that
the petals are edible too!

SOWING
In April-May, you can sow seeds directly where
you want them to flower. Thinly sow 1cm (½in)
deep in drills spaced 30cm (12in) apart into well-
prepared soil, then germination takes around
5-10 days. Calendula seeds can also be started
early indoors by sowing into moist seed compost
and keeping them at temperatures of 18-23C
(64-73F). For early flowering the following
year, you can also sow them in autumn, then
overwinter in a conservatory or greenhouse.

AFTERCARE
Calendula aren’t too fussy – they just like lots of
sun, good nourishment from soil and a regular
watering. These vibrant plants can grow to
30-60cm (1-2ft) in height and similar in width,
so will work and look beautiful in small and
large spaces. Once they begin flowering from
June, deadhead regularly to encourage growth
and more vibrant flowers, which can then
be saved for salads, the dye pot and soothing
balms. The flowers tend to open with sunny,
dry weather and close in cold or wet conditions.
I think I would do the same if I was a flower,
wouldn’t you?

Calendula will gently self-seed, which I
personally think is an added bonus and means
you can look forward to a potentially even bigger
display next year. If you want to guarantee
germination success in 2021 though, you can
collect the seeds before they fly away; let them
dry out and store them in a labelled envelope
ready for sowing next year. ➤

The young leaves and petals can
be used in salads – the flowers as a
saffron substitute – or in soups

Grown en masse, calendula flowers
provide a striking display of colour

The calendula’s bright orange
flowers are a delight to behold

and will attract pollinators
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Fill trays with peat-free multi-purpose
compost and sow two seeds per cell. Light
encourages germination, so cover only very
lightly with a layer of sieved compost, perlite
or vermiculite, label and water well. If sowing
outside allow 30cm (12in) between rows and
sow in drills (straight grooves in the soil made
with a stick or the edge of a rake) 13mm
(½in) deep.

Many of the seed companies and young
plant specialists will also sell young plants at the
perfect stage for planting out if you can’t sow
your own.

GROWING ON
As the seeds germinate, thin those in cell trays
to leave one per cell and grow on until large
enough to plant out, usually once three or four
true leaves have formed. Plant out at this stage;
I like to plant 10cm (4in) apart, gradually
harvesting alternate plants until they are 30cm
(12in) apart or so, at which stage a cloche is
ppooppppeedd oovveerr tthhee rroowwss aanndd ppllaannttss aarree aalllloowweedd ttoo
grow on to maturity.

You’d be forgiven for thinking that
the winter garden must be a barren
place; not much to offer in the way
of harvests. Yet besides winter hardy

crops like leeks, Brussels sprouts and cabbages,
it is possible to pick your own delicious green
salads through much of the cold season. (See
pages 46-49 for more potential late crops to
sow now.)

It is true to say that it can be difficult to make
things grow through the cold winter months
and the trick is to get plants well established by
the autumn so that they can tick over, preferably
under the protection of a cloche, cold frame or
cold greenhouse, until needed or to grow on
slowly ready for an early harvest in the spring.

Winter lettuce is one such crop and it is
important to choose the right variety, since while
some summer types might survive a relatively
mild winter under cover (last year I grew
a packet of mixed lettuce that included

‘Webb’s Wonderful’ and ‘Lollo Rossa’ through
the winter), they may not survive the coldest
of cold winter spells. More likely the damp
conditions might cause them to rot.

Winter hardy varieties, of which there are
many (see favourite variety choice on facing
page) are more tolerant to the cold and damp
and are much more likely to not just survive but
to provide some lovely healthy leaves when little
else is available.

SOWING
You can sow your winter crop at any time during
August and September. The earlier the better to
allow them time to establish before the shorter,
colder days of autumn and early winter put an
end to growth.

Seeds can be sown thinly into a
well prepared, sheltered seed

bed outside where they are
to grow or in a cold frame
for transplanting later. I
like to sow mine as II ddoo
all year in cell trays for
planting out later wwith

as little root disturbance
as possible.
The main problem withh

sowing at this time of year is
that if the weather is hot,
germination can be poor (if
temperatures rise much above
27C (80F) germination will bee
inhibited), so if you do sow in trays
it is best to keep them outside in
a cool place, perhaps with a piece
of wire mesh over the top to kkeep
off squirrels that like to dig in the
compost and curious birds thaat may
peck at the seedlings.

s

If sowing in cell trays,
sow two seeds per cell,

thinning to one later

After sowing, cover
lightly with vermiculite

Most winter lettuce
sown at this time of year
will be ready to harvest

from 12-14 weeks
after sowing
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WINTER LETTUCE

Outdoors, thin plants gradually to 30cm
(12in) apart, eating the thinnings in salads, and
be sure to maintain watering.

Slugs and snails will just love to have a supply
of fresh leaves and a cosy cloche under which
to hide in the winter so be sure to use your
favoured form of control and to top up on a
regular basis. A dose of nematodes may help to
reduce the overwintering population of slugs
if applied while the soil is still warm in late
summer/autumn, but will not be effective once
soil temperatures fall below 5C (41F).

If growing under cloches, remember to take
them off and water as necessary and at the same
time thin plants and remove any weeds and dead
leaves and debris. If planted in a polytunnel
or greenhouse border, ventilate as much as
possible on warm days to allow air to circulate
around the leaves. Water early h d
applying around the base of th
plant where possible – not ov
the leaves.

WATCH OUT FOR
Inspect plants regularly and
remove any yellow or dead
leaves from around the base
as these tend to harbour
slugs and fungi, the latter
of which may lead to stem
rot. Look out too for greenfly,
which are capable of surviving
building up over the winter and early
spring. They are hard to control on lettuce, but a
few organic sprays are available with a very short
interval between spraying and harvest, or you
could wash them off with a strong jet of water
from a pressure sprayer, rub them off or pick off
and compost badly affected leaves.

HARVESTING
Simply pull up plants as required or take
off individual leaves if you just need a few.
The plants will store well in the fridge for
several days in the salad drawer. ■

‘WINTER IMPERIAL’:
This is a very hardy
variety that can be sown
now. A butterhead type
with loose heads of soft
leaves that still have a
slight crunch. A pale
green lettuce with a very
good flavour. (Kings Seeds)

‘ALL THE YEAR
ROUND’: Can be sown
from February to August.
As well as sowing now I
sow this one in February
for growing on in a cold
polytunnel for harvesting
from April onwards.
(D T Brown)

‘MARVEL OF FOUR
SEASONS’: A handsome
butterhead lettuce
with red tinged leaves
and green heart. Great
flavour. It is best grown
under cover if hoping to
keep well into the winter.
(Kings Seeds)

‘WINTER DENSITY’:
Many winter lettuce are
butterhead types, but
this one is a semi-cos
producing crispier leaves.
‘Winter Gem’ (T&M) is
another good crispy
alternative.
(Mr Fothergill’s Seeds)

‘ARCTIC KING’ AGM:
Another lovely reliable
butterhead with slightly
crinkled leaves for sowing
from August to October
for a spring harvest. It will
even tolerate a light frost
but will do better under a
cloche. (Kings Seeds, T&M)
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Greenfly quickly
build up in the spring

under cover

Cover the plants to protect them from pests and the weather
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SINGLE STEMS
Cordons are a single main stem, with very short
side branches which are pruned back hard to
only 10cm (4in) or so from the main stem. Fruit
appears on spurs on these short sideshoots, and
this method can be so intensive that the trunk is
almost hidden from view by the fruit. They are
pruned so tightly that they can be spaced only
1m (3ft) apart, so you can get a lot of fruit in a
very small space.

You’ll see cordon trees described variously
as ‘Ballerina’, ‘Minarette’, ‘supercolumns’
or ‘oblique cordons’, so best start with the
differences between these to decide which is
most suitable for your needs.

‘Ballerina’ trees are unique in that they are
not actually trained or pruned to grow in a
narrow column, but do so naturally. They are
generally descended from one particular variety
of apple – ‘Wijcik McIntosh’, which had a
natural mutation causing it to grow as a single

This month we are talking about space.
Not the final frontier kind (‘to boldly
go’ was my English teacher’s favourite
example of a split infinitive), but the

‘running out of ’ kind. Even when taking over
a new larger garden or an allotment, there will
come a point after a few short years where you
struggle to see how you can fit in any new plants.

It’s at this point that there is normally some
sort of cull, to leave only plants which earn
their keep, for example ornamentals which have
several seasons of interest, rather than just a brief
flash in the pan and then 11 months of staid
greenery (flowering cherry trees, I’m looking at
you here).

For the fruit grower, we have to start to look
at squeezing every last bit of production out
of the space available. For top fruit trees, the
easiest way to do this is to grow trained trees on
wires or against a fence, and the most intensive
method for this is to grow trees as cordons.

Go cordon
If you want to grow pome fruit (apples and pears and quince
principally) but need to make the best use of limited space,
cordons are the answer, says David Patch

Cordon apple tree

Oblique cordons of
‘Doyenne du Comice’ pear
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CORDON FRUIT TREES

tight stem, with almost no side branching at all.
As such, they require very little annual pruning
to keep in check – we are not imposing our will
on the tree by growing it as a cordon, it is doing
so naturally. The drawback is that there is a very
limited choice of varieties and the flavour can
be lacking compared with many heritage apple
varieties. They remain a good choice if minimal
upkeep and good ornamental effect are more
important to you than the flavour of the fruit.

SHORT SIDESHOOTS
‘Minarettes’ fruit trees, supercolumns and
oblique cordons are all essentially the same thing
– varieties of (mainly) apple and pear which have
been pruned by the nursery to produce a single
stem with short sideshoots. ‘Minarettes’ and
supercolumns are generally planted vertically (so
can also be called vertical cordons). An oblique
cordon is planted at an angle of 45 degrees,
which was always the traditional method
of planting cordons – planting at an angle
increases the length of fruiting wood available
(and so increases yield). I think this is
something to do with ‘s
and hippopotamuses’,
I have to addmit I ppaidd

tion in maths
lish! Plant
ch is

trained horizontally
naturally produces
more fruit and

flower than vertical growth – which is why grape
vines, climbing roses and a whole host of other
plants tend to be trained in that way. Planting
at 45 degrees will help this, slowing the sap and
encouraging the tree to put energy into fruit
production rather than vegetative growth.

FORMATIVE PRUNING
You can buy three-year-old ‘ready made’ cordon
from specialist nurseries, or else you can start
with a one-year-old maiden tree. In either case,
you will need to do some formative winter
pruning for the first few years to extend the
cordon to the length required. This is simply a
case of pruning the main stem back by about
one-third of whatever growth it has made the
previous summer. Prune to a nice healthy bud,
anytime when the tree is dormant in December
or January. This encourages the four or five
buds beneath this cut to break and grow away
the following spring. The top bud you will then
train in as a new central leader (see picture below
left) – tie into a bamboo cane to straighten it
out – and the lower branches will become the

d i e sideshoots where fruit will
ually form. ➤

squaws
but

productive
eventu

New central
leader

A row of multiple cordons, showing
economy of space between them
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Cordons have a single main stem
with very short side branches
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permanent framework of old growth which is
where apples and pears crop.

However, there are several mentions of
cordon-trained plums and gages in old text
books from the 19th century, and some growers
today report success in getting fruiting spurs
to form. The main issue is one of disease – all
members of the prunus family are susceptible to
diseases such as silverleaf and bacterial canker,
and one of the main ways they enter a tree is
through pruning cuts.

The sheer quantity of such cuts necessary to
keep a cordon in check dramatically increases
the probability of disease taking hold. Pick one
of the newer, disease-resistant varieties, seal cuts,
disinfect your secateurs – maintain scrupulous
hygiene and you have more than a fighting
chance. If you are desperate to grow a plum tree
and don’t have the room for any other shape,
it would be well worth having a go. ■

SUMMER PRUNI
It is summer pruning – whic
removes vigour from the tree
– when the main pruning
should be done. The key
to remember here is that
we are trying to keep the
tree in check and stop it
growing away and out of
our trained form. The reason
cordons can be so prolific in
producing fruit is that the fru
buds produced at the base of a branch
are much more productive than those further up.
This was first noticed by the French gardener and
writer Louis Lorette in the late 1800s and has
formed the basis on which fruit tree pruning has
been practised ever since.

The ideal time to prune is around the middle
of August. The tree will have done almost all its
growing for the season by then, so you only have
to do this once. You can prune earlier in the
summer if you are bothered that the extension
growths are making the cordon look untidy, but
you will have to repeat the pruning again in
late summer.

Summer pruning of cordons is very easy –
simply prune back all sideshoots to about three
leaves. The precise length you leave on doesn’t
overly matter; some people prefer to prune to
four or five leaves from the main stem. The
main point is to keep these lateral growths short,
encouraging the production of basal fruiting
spurs and also allowing in light and air to help
fruit ripen properly.

VARIETIES
Almost all of the pome fruit (apples, pears and
quince) can be successfully grown as cordons.
They respond well to the pruning regime
and produce fruiting spurs with relative ease.
You may see some apple varieties described
as ‘tip bearers’ and worry that these will not
produce fruit if trained as a cordon. Don’t fear
– all apples have the capability of producing
fruiting spurs, it’s just that some, if left to their

own devices, will produce at the tips of their
branches. However, cordon pruning forces
them to produce spurs, as they are genetically
programmed to reproduce and set fruit.

The only variety that I have ever known which
steadfastly refuses to produce spurs is the early
eating apple ‘Irish Peach’, but otherwise the world
is your oyster. Pears in particular are extremely
suited to growing in this way – it shortens the
otherwise long wait for trees to start fruiting and
allows you to grow several varieties in a small
space, improving pollination and fruit set.

STONE FRUIT
The received wisdom is that none of the stone
fruit (plums, damsons, cherries, etc.) can be
grown as cordons, and you won’t find many
nurseries offering them pre-trained. This is
touted as being because they set the majority of
their fruit on one-year-old wood, rather than the

A fruiting spur close up before pruning A fruiting spur after summer pruning
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Cordons can also be grown as double or
‘Double U’ forms
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Trained fruit trees allow you to grow more tasty fruit in a small space
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BBQ BEAUTIES

➤

THE FAMOUS FIVE
Of course, your own essential herb kit will
vary depending on your tastes and the recipes
you love to make, but our list includes types
you can grow easily at home and are used in a
wide range of dishes. My personal favourites
for the barbecue are:

ROSEMARY: This perennial shrub is a beauty
and well worth growing in any garden. In
very cold regions it may need some winter
protection, in which case it is best grown in
a pot and moved under cover when the frost
bites, or you may be able to get away with
covering with a ‘sock’ of fleece. Elsewhere
it will thrive in any sunny, sheltered,
well-drained site and grow for many years
with little attention.

On the barbecue long, straight, woody
stems can be used as skewers; twigs can be
used to add a pleasant fragrance to the coals,
but of course the leaves are often used to
flavour oils or to add directly to the cooking.

BASIL: There are many basils available and it
is a great idea to grow a little range of your
favourites from seeds each year. These are
annual plants and I like to start some off from
seed in the spring and always try to have some
sweet basil available for as much of the year
as possible by sowing every month or so from
spring to late summer.

Of course, in cooking it is the basis for a
lovely fresh pesto and we have used it in our
herb infused syrup and tomato basil
dressing overleaf.

OREGANO (OR MARJORAM):
This is a freely self-seeding
perennial plant that once you
have you’ll never be without! It
is pretty and fragrant and the
heads of pinky-white flowers
are adored by bees. Plant it in
any well-drained hot spot in
the garden. It thrives in a sunny
gravel garden and there is an
attractive golden form, although
this does tend to revert back to
the green form quite quickly.

It is an ingredient of many
dishes and is great in marinades,
and of course in pizza and
pasta sauces.

BAY LEAVES: Sweet bay is a lovely
evergreen shrub or small tree which can
be grown in well-drained soil in a sheltered
spot. It thrives in a container and can be
clipped regularly to form topiary shapes. It
is quite hardy (to -5C/23F) but the leaves
will be damaged by extreme cold or winter
winds so it will need some protection in very
cold seasons. If growing in containers, be
sure to water and feed regularly during the
growing season.

Bay leaves can be used fresh or dried and
will add flavour to soups, stews and seafood
dishes, but we have used it in our classic
halloumi kebabs (see overleaf).

HERB FENNEL: This is a short-lived
perennial plant so once sown pops up
every year and also self-seeds freely if left
to its own devices. The feathery foliage
of both green and bronze forms can be
beautiful border plants and the umbels of
yellow flowers are much-loved by bees and
beneficial insects. All parts can be eaten,
including the seeds, and have a lovely
aniseed flavour. Give it a sunny spot in
free-draining soil.

On the barbecue use fennel chopped
fresh in salads, in pesto or with fish dishes.
With fish simply place some fresh sprigs of
fennel on a square of tin foil (or you can use
chopped Florence fennel), lay your fish on
top along with some lemon slices, a little
salt and pepper and maybe a splash of white
wine. Delicious with some freshly dug new
potatoes and a fresh salad.
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A classic standby for vegetarians
and a lovely light alternative to steak
and burgers.

SERVES 3

Preparation time: 30 minutes
Cooking time: 10 minutes

■ 1 large sweet pepper
■ 12 fresh bay leaves
■ 15 small to medium mushrooms
■ 225g halloumi

METHOD
1. Chop the halloumi and pepper into
large chunks. Wash the mushrooms.
2. Divide the ingredients into three and
add to the skewers so that each gets an
equal share of the ingredients.
3. Baste with the herb marinade before
placing over the heat and turning
regularly.
4. Continue to baste frequently until
cooked – about 10 minutes.

This is a simple, easy marinade for chicken
or halloumi (marinate for four hours or
overnight) or can be brushed over during
cooking. Also great over a freshly
picked salad.

Preparation time: 10 minutes

■ 55ml extra virgin olive oil
■ 1 garlic clove
■ 1 tsp fresh chopped herbs such as
oregano, rosemary, mint or parsley
■ 1 lime (juice of)
■ Salt and pepper to taste

METHOD
1. Simply blitz all the ingredients together.
2. Use as a marinade or trickle over
fresh salad.

This simple accompaniment is made in
minutes and is great with fresh sweetcorn,
jacket or new potatoes.

SERVES 4

Preparation time: 10 minutes

■ 125g butter at room temperature
■ 15g fresh herbs such as parsley,
tarragon or chives
■ 1 tsp lemon zest and juice
■ Pinch salt and black pepper

METHOD
1. Simply blitz all in a food processor,
roll into a sausage shape in cling film or
greaseproof paper and chill in the fridge
for an hour or two before use.
2. Slather over your freshly harvested and
barbecued sweetcorn or potatoes.

Prepare everything well
in advance, including the

barbecue. This should be lit at
least half an hour in advance

to properly warm up
so that food is

thoroughly cooked.
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BBQ BEAUTIES

Finally, consider having
containers of salads around your
barbecue area or even on the
table so that guests can snip
their own fresh leaves or harvest
cherry toms from the table. Also
so you can gather some more
herbs for your cooking without
having to leave your socially
distanced party. ■

A herb brush can be a fun way
to add the flavour of whatever
woody herbs you have growing
in the garden to your dishes.
Simply tie a small bunch of stems
to a wooden spoon and use it
when basting your ingredients
over the flames or after cooking.
We have used bay, rosemary and
sage for ours.

Rosemary skewers are a simple
way to aid cooking and to add
the wonderful flavour of the
herb to any barbecued meat,
fish or sausages.

Right: rosemary skewers are a
great way to impart flavour to
meat

Inspired by a recipe from our own
Stephanie Hafferty’s The Creative
Kitchen book, this is a wonderful thirst-
quencher for a hot August day. We’ve
used basil and rose geranium because
we had them growing in the garden, but
use what you have handy.

SERVES 3-4

Preparation time 30 minutes

■ 1 cup sugar
■ 1 cup water
■ 6 fresh sprigs basil
■ 3 sprigs rose geranium

METHOD
1. Heat the water and sugar together
and boil until the sugar has dissolved.
2. Remove from the heat and stir in the
herbs.
3. Allow to cool and pour over lots of
ice cubes. Add sparkling (or still) water
to taste, plus lemon slices and more
herbs if you wish. Allow to infuse for 10
minutes before serving.

This recipe gives your home-grown
tomatoes added zing, but is made
in minutes.

SERVES 4

Preparation time: five minutes

■ 3 tbsp extra virgin olive oil
■ 1 tbsp white wine, sherry or
balsamic vinegar
■ Shredded basil leaves
■ 16 ripe cherry tomatoes, halved
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READERS’ PLOTS

How do you grow one particular named crop?
My sweet peas are my proudest achievement as
they made up my beautiful pea teepee. I started
the sweet peas off at home in March. First they
were laid on damp kitchen towel and popped into
a plastic bag to germinate; this worked so well and
100% of the seeds germinated. Then they were
popped into toilet roll tubes to initially grow and
transplanted out around May (with the tubes still
in place – this helped to stop the slugs too) to
their final position. Once they started flowering
I cut them regularly and gave the flowers away to
keep them flowering for as long as possible. Some
of the sweet peas were also started off at home in
toilet roll tubes filled with compost – these were
the earliest. They also were transplanted around
May time. I also sowed a variety of sweet pea
directly into the teepee bed, which means I was
harvesting from June until early September. Once
all of the plants had finished producing and dried
out, I harvested more than 2000 sweet pea seeds
which have been sent to friends all over the UK
and enough to grow a bigger teepee next year!

Do you ever grow in containers?
Most of my allotment is made up of raised
beds, but I also grew carrots in old Sainsbury’s
bags for life (with a coco peat/compost filling)
and grew perfectly straight rainbow carrots and
parsnips. I also grew potatoes in black dustbins
and they grew really well with compost and
some granular feed mixed in. I’ll definitely be
using both again

Happiness is…
an allotment

Shannon Keary from Devon loves allotmenteering so much she has
upgraded from a small plot to a larger 10x18m allotment and is in the
process of expanding the range of things she is growing, including cut

flowers, a bigger picnic area, a mud kitchen and a wildlife area

➤using both again. ➤
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If your plot involves the whole family
including young children, how do you
encourage the children to get involved
in growing?
The first thing I get all the kids who visit to do
is pull carrots/pick strawberries, then they can
wash and eat the freshly picked produce.
The excitement on their faces sets us up for a
good day and they’re always so much more
eager to get involved when they know what
might come of what they’re doing. I had a
seven-year-old eat a whole bag of carrots (each
individually pulled, washed and eaten) because
she was so excited, then spent an hour carefully
re-sowing the bag so that there would be more
for the next children. We’ve also got a little kids’
gardening tool belt/set that so far everyone
has loved. I also try to do cooking/baking
with my boyfriend’s little boy, using fruit and
vegetables from the allotment because this
always makes him more interested to go to the
allotment and get involved. Finally, the teepee
was built for kids – specifically my sister’s babies
– and everyone loves sitting in there and playing
on a sunny day.

Do you recycle materials and use them on
your plot? If so, can you give an example?
I’ve recycled lots. Again, the teepee is one of my
greatest recycling moments and the horseshoe-
shaped bed was made from woven compost
bags, reusing single-use plastic. I’ve also recycled

Some crops in pots nearly
ready to be planted out
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tractor tyres into flower beds, scaffolding boards
into a potting table, egg boxes into seed trays,
plastic bottles into cloches and so many other
things too.

What was challenging for you last year?
Initially, watering was my biggest problem as I
hadn’t had the winter to fill my water butt, but I
soon found a man who could deliver 1000 litres
of water. I’ve also recently got a solar-powered
watering system that means watering takes so
much less time and means I don’t have to race
over after work every day.

Have you tried new varieties of veg, or
unusual veg that you like?
I’d never grown any of the things I grew last
year before, so it was all new to me. The most
unusual was probably the purple kohl rabi,
which I absolutely love. And cucamelons, which
make lovely little pickles to store!

What’s the most important part of growing
your own fruit/veg?
It’s an amazing hobby that is really great for
mental health – it really can pick you up on
a bad day. The delicious food and beautiful
displays are obviously important too, but the
happiness it brings is definitely what makes me
love it so much. ■

Check out Shannon’s instagram @
diaryofaladygardener

How would you like you and your plot to be featured in Kitchen
Garden magazine? And for being our Plotter of the Month you
will also win some great prizes!
Every month from January 2021 we plan to feature a reader’s plot
in the magazine and we are inviting you to send in pictures of you
and your plot now. This summer is a great time to get some good
pictures so get snapping whenever you can and send them to
us. Everyone we feature will win some great prizes, which will be
revealed in next month’s issue, plus there’ll be information on how
to submit your pictures and a short questionnaire to fill in. In the
meantime start taking some pictures now. We will need about 10
images including one of yourself or someone who shares your plot,
the overall view of your plot plus some other pictures of sections
of it. You could also take a picture of individual crops, flowers, your
shed or even a piece of recycling you are particularly proud of.
The pictures need to be high-resolution images, so make sure the
photographs are at least 1-2MB. More next month!

Iryna and Rick Lewis from Kirkham, Lancashire
won our Plotter of the Year competition 2019

“It’s anamazing hobbythat is reallygreat for mentalhealth – it reallycan pick youup on a
bad day”
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WITH EVERY ORDER
FREE

p

WORTH

£16.80

■ ‘MOBY DICK F1’ AGM

■ ‘AMSTERDAM F1’

■ ‘AALSMEER’ AGM

■ ‘NORTH FORELAND F1’

t

1 collection (40 plants, 10
of each) for only £16.80

CAULIFLOWER COLLECTION

1 pack of 10 plants for only £14.95
Buy 2 packs (20 plants) for only £24.90 – SAVING £5

SAVE
£5

SAVE
£5

MISTED TIP STRAWBERRY MALLING CENTENARY FRUIT PLANTS

‘Moby Dick F1’ ‘Amsterdam F1’

‘Aalsmeer’ ‘North Foreland F1’

‘Marabel F1’

‘Tundra F1’ ‘Rigoletto F1’

‘Capricorn F1’



READER OFFERS
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■ CABBAGE ‘TUNDRA F1’ – We know
of no hardier winter cabbage than
‘Tundra F1’, for it will stand defiantly in
good condition from November right
through to March. It has large, solid,
crisp cabbage heads which are full
of flavour.
■ SPROUTING BROCCOLI ‘RUDOLPH’ –
You can start picking the deeply flavoured
young spears, with their melt-in-the-mouth
succulence, from November and carry on
supplying the cook of your household
until March.

1 collection (40 plants, 10 of each)
for only £16.80

ORDERING ONLINE? VISIT WWW.KITCHENGARDENSHOP.CO.UK
ADD ALL ITEMS TO YOUR BASKET (INCLUDING FREE ITEM) AND

ENTER CODE KG20AUG WHEN PROMPTED TO RECEIVE YOUR DISCOUNT.

KG20AUG

Make sure the household is well supplied
with delicious and nutritious ‘greens’ right
throughout the winter with this varied
range of some of the very best varieties.
■ CAULIFLOWER ‘AMSTERDAM F1’ – We
have found this excellent variety to have
good cold tolerance and strong growth,
providing tasty caulis for the kitchen from
October-November.
■ KALE ‘REFLEX F1’ – A new strain,
which is tastier and more succulent than
many older varieties. ‘Reflex F1’ is a ‘must
have’ winter vegetable because it can be
picked as required from October through
to February. It will sail through the very
toughest of winters too!

SAVE
£5

WINTER GREENS BRASSICA COLLECTION

‘Amsterdam F1’
'

‘Reflex F1’

‘Tundra F1’ ‘Rudolph’
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TO ENTER OUR GIVEAWAYS SEE PAGE 95 OR VISIT THE KG WEBSITE

GROWING INNOVATIONS

Watering your garden or cleaning the patio
is now an effortless task thanks to the
new hybrid garden hose, Tuffhoze, from
leading UK watering expert Hozelock.
The combination of PVC and textile hose
technology makes Tuffhoze up to 50%
lighter than traditional hoses, so it is
lightweight, flexible and easy to manoeuvre
while remaining super-tough.

For those who are looking to be greener
in their gardening this year, BioMix
from Hozelock is an eco-friendly way of
protecting plants from pests and diseases.
Gardeners can harness the power of
nature by making solutions from plants such

as lavender and ivy, which can be used to
repel aphids, ants, whitefly and red
spider mites.

BioMix can also be used to produce
home-made nutrient-rich liquid feeds from
plants like nettles and comfrey. Plants
grown in this way are naturally more
resistant to pests and diseases, reducing
the need for chemical pesticides.

For more information about either
product, visit www.hozelock.com

We have three prizes of a 25m Tuffhoze
and a BioMix, each worth a total of
£102.98, to give away.

The FireFly from Bio Green is a great
addition to any patio, balcony or
conservatory, letting you stretch summer
evenings out for longer. A heater, lamp
and insect repellent all in one, it can also
be used to heat your greenhouse.

The terracotta pot is heated by eco-
friendly candles – made from biomass not
paraffin – and their light flickers through
its holes. The mushroom-shaped lid stores
the heat, ensures that it is spread evenly,
and incorporates a glazed bowl that can
heat citronella to keep midges away. The
FireFly can also be used to burn essential
oils indoors. It weighs just 2kg (4½lb) so
can easily be moved around.

Once colder nights draw in, it can be
used as an economical greenhouse heater.
The candles burn for up to 48 hours and
produce enough heat to keep a small
greenhouse or cold frame above freezing.

The FireFly (£34.99) and Ecological
FireFly Candles (£14.99 for five) are
available from www.suttons.co.uk

We have five prizes of a FireFly plus five
candles, each worth a total of £49.98, to
give away.

Recovery is an organic lawn fertiliser containing an
effective blend of eight parts nitrogen, six parts
phosphate, 13 parts potash and three parts
magnesium, all mixed with Humifirst, a unique
ingredient which creates biological activity and
acts as a plant growth stimulant.

Humifirst attaches itself to particles of soil and
improves soil structure, so it is able to hold more
nutrients and water. Grass roots latch on to the soi
particles, which stimulates healthy growth that is
almost immediately evident. Your lawn will continue
to improve, look healthy and be fed in the most
effective way for 12 weeks.

Recovery is ideal for use after times of high grass
stress such as drought, flooding or excessive wear
and tear, and will give your lawn a strong colour
throughout the winter months. It comes in 10kg and 20kg bags, to
treat up to 200m2 or 400m2 respectively.

To find out more, go to www.djturfcare.co.uk

We have 10 x 10kg bags of Recovery, each worth £29.99,
to give away.

5
PRIZES

TO GIVE
AWAY

3
PRIZES

TO GIVE
AWAY

l

10
BAGS TO

GIVE
AWAY
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Berry vinaigrette adds a lovely element
to salads, and by using vitamin C-rich
blackcurrants, you’ll be getting your
RDA in no time!

MAKES 1 BOTTLE

Preparation time: 10 minutes

■ 2 cups fresh blackcurrants
■ ½ cup apple cider vinegar
■ ½ cup sugar
■ ½ tsp mustard
■ 1 tsp salt
■ ½ tsp ground black pepper
■ 2 cloves garlic
■ 1 cup sunflower or light olive oil

1. Place the blackcurrants in a blender
with the apple cider vinegar and whiz
on high until puréed.

2. Add the remaining ingredients, and
whiz on high again, until the garlic
is blitzed.

3. Pour into a clean bottle or large jar
and keep refrigerated.

There’s so much
lovely fruit and
veg to gather in
August, so here are
some super dishes
to whet your appetitee,
says Anna Cairns Pettigrew,
featuring blackcurrant, sugar
snap peas and green beans

SERVES 4

Preparation time: 20 minutes
Cooking time: 15 minutes

■ 340g/12oz fresh fettuccine
■ 110g/4oz of hot smoked salmon, diced
■ 2 shallots, minced
■ 2 tablespoons butter
■ 3 tablespoons good-quality Vermouth
■ 450ml/16fl oz single cream
■ A large bunch fresh dill, finely chopped
■ 1 carrot, thinly sliced
■ ½ head broccoli, cut into florets
■ ½ lemon, juice of
■ A handful of sugar snap peas (about 15)
■ Salt and black pepper to taste

1. In a pan, sauté the shallots in butter over a
medium heat, until soft and translucent. Then
add the carrot, broccoli and sugar snaps; cook
for a minute or two.

2. Add the Vermouth to the pan and cook for
a further minute.

3. Stir in the cream and cook for a few
minutes, until it's reduced somewhat. Then
add the hot smoked salmon, dill, lemon juice,
and season with salt and pepper.

4. Meanwhile, cook the pasta according to the
packet instructions. Once cooked, pour over
the sauce and serve. ➤

A rich and creamy pasta sauce infused with Vermouth and dill that is perfect for a handful of
sugar snaps to be thrown in.
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Blackcurrants are a welcome burst of
tartness in these little sweet buns.

MAKES 12

Preparation time: 30 minutes
Cooking time: 20 minutes

■ 125g/4½oz unsalted butter, softened
■ 100g/3½oz caster sugar
■ 1 lemon, zest of
■ 2 eggs, beaten
■ 100g/3½ oz almond flour
■ 40g/1½oz self-raising flour
■ 100g/3½oz blackcurrants,
topped and tailed
■

FOR THE ICING
■ 100g/3½oz icing sugar
■ 1 tsp blackcurrant cordial
■ A few blackcurrants for the top of
the buns

1. Preheat the oven to 180C/fan 160C/
gas 4.

2. Line a fairy cake tin with paper cases.

3. Cream the butter, sugar and lemon zest
until light and fluffy.

4. Next, add the eggs and beat lightly.

5. Add in the ground almonds (almond
flour), self-raising flour and blackcurrants,
folding in gently.

6. Divide the batter between the cases and
bake in the preheated oven for 18 minutes.

7. Cool in the tin for five minutes, then
transfer to a wire rack.

8. To make the icing, mix the icing sugar
with the cordial plus enough water to make
a fairly stiff icing. Blob a dollop on to each
cake and top with a few extra blackcurrants.

Boil your fresh beans until just tender, but not
so much that they lose their vibrant jade green!

SERVES 4

Preparation time: 15 minutes
Cooking time: 20 minutes

■ 400g/14oz French beans, topped and tailed
■ 400g/14oz new potatoes

FOR THE DRESSING
■ 4 tbsp balsamic vinegar
■ 4 tbsp olive oil
■ ½ tsp salt
■ ½ tsp black pepper
■ 1 tsp French mustard
■ 1 tsp sugar
■ 1 tsp oregano

1. Mix all the ingredients for the dressing
together well, then set aside.

2. In a large pan of cold water add the
potatoes and cook for 12 minutes. Then
add the beans and bring to the boil again,
cooking for a further 3-4 minutes until both the
potatoes and beans are tender.

3. Drain in a colander, and briefly rinse in cold
water. Place in a large serving bowl.

4. Pour over the dressing while the vegetables
are still lukewarm to infuse the flavours.

5. Serve immediately.
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SQUEEZE THEM IN – THERE’S
STILL TIME TO SOW LATE CROPS

40-PLANT HARDY
WINTER LETTUCE
COLLECTION

SEED SUPPLIES POST-COVID –
WILL THE STORES BE EMPTY?

MEET THE BLOGGER – CLAIRE
FROM @PEGSPLOT AND MIA

Scan this, and
we’ll tell you!

FREE WITH
EVERY ORDER

(*Free only with orders from reader offer pages)

IN YOUR
SEPTEMBER
ISSUE OF
KITCHEN
GARDEN
MAGAZINE

DON'T MISS OUR ULTIMATE
BLACKBERRY GROWING GUIDE

HOW TO SUCCEED WITH YOUR
SECOND-CROPPING POTATOES
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SEED COMPANY CONTACTS
DT BROWN & CO
tel 0845 371 0532
www.dtbrownseeds.
co.uk

DOBIES SEEDS
tel 0844 701 7625
www.dobies.co.uk

MR FOTHERGILL’S
SEEDS
tel 0845 371 0518
www.mr-fothergills.
co.uk

JUNGLE SEEDS
tel 01491 614765
www.jungleseeds.co.uk

KINGS SEEDS
tel 01376 570000
www.kingsseeds.com

MARSHALLS SEEDS
tel 0844 557 6700
www.marshallsgarden.
com

MEDWYN’S SEEDS
tel 01248 714851
www.medwynsof
anglesey.co.uk

MOREVEG
tel 01823 681302
www.moreveg.co.uk

THE ORGANIC
GARDENING
CATALOGUE
tel 01932 878570
www.organiccatalogue.
com

PLANTS OF
DISTINCTION
tel 01449 721720
www.plantsofdistinction.
co.uk

THE REAL SEED
CATALOGUE
tel 01239 821107
www.realseeds.co.uk

W ROBINSON
& SON LTD
tel 01524 791210
www.mammothonion.
co.uk

SARAH RAVEN
tel 0845 092 0283
www.sarahraven.com

SEEDS OF ITALY
tel 0208 427 5020
www.seedsofitaly.com

SHELLEY SEEDS
tel 01244 317165
www.shelleyseeds.
co.uk

SIMPSON’S SEEDS
tel 01985 845004
simpsonsseeds.co.uk

SUFFOLK HERBS
tel 01376 572456
www.suffolkherbs.com

SUTTONS
tel 0844 922 0606
www.suttons.co.uk

THOMPSON
& MORGAN
tel 0844 573 1818
www.thompson-
morgan.com

UNWINS SEEDS
tel 0844 573 8400
www.unwins.co.uk

KG AUGUST GIVEAWAYS
Simply fill in the details below and return to us at:
Kitchen Garden August-20 Giveaways, Mortons Media Group Ltd,
PO Box 99, Horncastle, Lincolnshire LN9 6LZ. You can also enter
online for free at: www.kitchengarden.co.uk
Closing date for entries: Friday, July 31, 2020

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone

Email Address

To enter: Once you have supplied your details, cut out and send
this coupon to the address above and you will automatically be
entered into the following competitions:

Heater for all seasons
(p86) ✔

Growing innovations
(p86) ✔

Bring life back to your
lawn (p86) ✔

Please tick if you are happy to receive information about:
Magazine subscriptions / Merchandise / Shows ❑ 3rd Parties ❑ Research ❑
Are you happy to be contacted via:
Email ❑ Phone ❑ Letter ❑ SMS ❑ 3rd Party ❑ Social Media ❑

There are no cash alternatives available. The winners will be the first names drawn at random. Terms
and conditions apply. To view the privacy policy of MMG Ltd (publisher of Kitchen Garden) please visit
www.mortonsmediagroup.com/privacy.
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FRUIT CAGES

GARDEN ACCESSORIES

EDUCATION GREENHOUSES & ACCESSORIES NETTING SEEDS

POLYTUNNELS SOCIETIES
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Every garden has its untidy corner.
There just has to be somewhere for
the compost heap, the stuff waiting
to be shredded, or diseased material

that needs burning. For most of us with small
gardens there are the dreaded weeds that, when
put in the compost heap, live a life of luxury and
fail to rot, simply because the heap never reaches
the high temperature needed.

My composting/fire area may look untidy but
it’s adequate. Mind, I never manage to produce
sufficient compost as the TV professionals seem
to say I need five inches deep over all the garden
to preserve the moisture in the soil.

My eureka moment came when I heard of
a method of successfully drowning weeds. I
found that those councils that already provided
large wheelie bins for their householder were
not collecting them during the coronavirus
pandemic. Others, like mine, would supply (at
cost) a bin which would be ideal for my sinister
drowning process.

During the season the bin is soon filled
almost to the top with weeds, then topped up
with water. Within a couple of months I have a
slushy, rather stinky, pond in the bin. This liquid
is a first class fertiliser that needs diluting four to
one with tap, or better, rain water. Nettles and
comfrey have been used for years but it gives me
a certain satisfaction to see those bothersome
weeds drowning too.

DRY ROTTERS
Drying out the weeds is another method I use.
I found that a good-sized black plastic tub that
had drainage holes in the bottom could be filled
to the brim with weeds which would rot down
very rapidly. The weeds were first covered with a
ripped-open compost bag and then the lid off an

old dustbin placed over it. In a couple of months
the volume had reduced by half to a mushy,
brown mess but still with signs of bindweed with
their white threads. The slugs also found this a
fine place to live. Two extra jobs were needed
before the compost could safely be used.

First, a few slug pellets were put on top of the
compost and the lid replaced for a few days. This
dealt with the slugs and snails. Secondly, the
compost was emptied out and the white threads
of bindweed removed.

This method is not as good as a full drowning
but perhaps is more suitable for use in a
smaller garden.

KG reader Loris Goring outlines two
methods he uses for turning weeds into
valuable nutrients for the soil

Drying-out method

Drowning method






